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TAX

OF CONDUCTING FOREIGN BUSINESS
THROUGH FOREIGN CORPORATIONS

EF·F ECTS

11'iTRODUCTION

This study, which has been prepared for the Committee on Finance,
sets forth in section I certain statistics with respect to the organization of new foreign subsidiaries in which U.S. shareholders have an
interest and which are located in various count.ries of the world, with
emphasis on Switzerland. Section II briefly discusses the various
commercial and tax reasons for conducting a foreign business through
a subsidiary corporation organized under the laws of one or another
foreign count.ry. Section III of the report discusses some of the various
types of foreign operations and the rules of present law app1icable to
those operations. Section IV deals with situations in which a foreign
subsidiary is organized in one country but operates in one or more
foreign countries. Section V discusses the abuses which do or may
occur under present Jaw.
For purposes of preparing this study, materials were collected
primarily from the Office of International Operations (010), Internal
Revenue Service; the recent hearings before the Committee on Ways
and Means (May 3-June 9, 1961), relating to the President's tax
message; and frOln various industry groups.
Attached to this report, as appendixes, are:
(A) The portion of the President's tax message relating to the
elimination of the tax-deferral privilege;
(B) The Secretary of the Treasury's statement to the Committee on Ways and Means relating to the elimination of the
tax-deferral privilege;
.
(C) The ,lllemorandurp. of the Commissioner of Internal Revenue, dated June 22, 1961, addressed to the Assistant Secretary
of the Treasury;
(D) A letter from the Under Secretary of Commerce to the
chairman of the Committee on Ways and Means, dated June 22,
· 1961, relating to imports and exports of foreign subsidiaries;
. (E) Table I, relating to the number of foreign subsidiaries
organized in 1960 and 1961 based on information returns (form
959); and
Table II, relating to subsidiaries organized in Switzerland :
during the period September 1, 1959, to December 1960.

I.

EXTENT OF GROWTH OF FOREIGN SUBSIDIARIES

Sources of information with respect to the number of foreign
subsidiaries which are owned or controlled bv U.S. shareholders are
limited. At the outset it should be noted that, first, the staff was
unable to locate any source of information which lists the· total
number of all foreign subsidiaries owned or controlled by U.S. shareholders in the various countries of the world. Second, there is some
1
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qllcstion whether the. corporations listed ir.t the va~ious tables. encompass n11 corporatIOIls th.nt wC1:e ~rgaI1l~ed durmg the perIods
llllmed Third thc informatIOn whICh IS avmlnble does not show the
p<'rccntHCl'C of o'wllel'ship by U.S. interests of the foreign subsidiaries.
Fourth, ~ncl pcrhnps the most important, it can~ot be c~n~lude.d on
the bllSis of these statistics alone whether the foreIgn subsIdIary IS an '
H(,tt'IHI operntinO' company serving a useful business purpose, or
whether the for~ign subsidiary is un artificial arrang'ement designed
soleh~ for the purpose of minimizing U.S. tax liability.
In~ appendix E, table. I sets f<;n'~h ~by count,ry and by type of operation the number of foreIgn SubSIdIarIes orgamzed by U.s. shareholders
during the period Jnnunry 1, 1960, th~'ough 11ay 31, 1961. This
information was obtained from summarIes prepared by the Office of
International Operations in the Internal Revenue Service from informution furnished to that Office by taxpayers, as required by section.
G046 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954. That section requires,
each U.S. citizen or resident who was an officer or director, and each
U.S. shareholder owning directly or indirectly 5 percent or more in
yalue of the stock then outstanding at any time within 60 days after
the crea tion or organization, or reorganization of any foreign corporation, to make a return pursuant to regulations prescribeQ. by the·,
SecretarY. It should be noted that the Internal Revenue Service has
estimateLd that only about 2,950 information returns required by sec-·
tion 6046 or its predecessor have been received :hy the Service since
1937 with respect to foreign corporations. However, the ' Commissioner of Internal Revenue has stated (see appendix C): "It has been.
estimated there are probably as many as 20,000 foreign corporations,
controlled by U.S. shareholders." As indicated above, the percentage
of ownership by U.S. shareholders of the foreign subsidiary is not
known.
Table I shows that 531 foreign subsidiaries were organized in 52'
foreign countries during the period January 1, 1960, through May 31,
1.961. It can be seen from that chart that there is a concentration of
newly formed foreign subsidiaries in four countries, namely, the
Bahamas (45), Canada (48), Panama (45), and Switzerland (71).
Other areas of lesser concentration are France (27), Germany (21),
~Iexico (16), and United Kingdom (26),
Table II in appendix E lists only those foreign subsidiaries located
in Switzerland which have been definitely identified by the Internal
Revenue Service as being owned or controlled by U.S. shareholders
!l?d which were organized in Switzerland in the 15-month period in~cated. It must be emphasized again at this point that the informatIon furnished did not indicate the percentage of ownership by U.S.
sha,reholders; nor did the information state the type of activity in
whICh t~e company was engaged. Thus, it could not be determined
fron~ tlllS da ta alon~ whether the company was an operating company
servmg n. llseful busmess purpose or whether it was an artificial arrangeIncnt.

.

: The data f~om which table II was prepared showed that there was
a concent.ratIOn of newly formed Swiss subsidial'ies in 3 cantons,
namely, Geneva (63), Zug (56), and Zurich (36). There may be
many reasons for locating a corporation in anyone of these three
c.antons. It may be n.oted, powever, ~hat the ca~ton of 'Zug is a
smal] , remote canton 11l whlch there IS substantIally no business.
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activity but which has made a drive through tax-exemption laws,
to attract "domiciliary" companies. A Swiss domiciliary company is
one which has a Swiss corporate charter, but which does not have an
office or place ,of business in Switzerland and which does not carry
on business in Switzerland.
It is difficult to determine the extent to which anyone particular
type of business has used foreign corporations to conduct foreign
. activities. However, the Office of International Operations has
submitted the statistics in the table below which show the number of
insurance companies registered as Bahamian corporations and which
are believed to be partly owned by U.S. shareholders. This table
may be significant if the companies are engaged in an arrangemerit
whereby profits actually earned by a U.S. insurance company on u.s.
business are siphoned off, by means of reinsurance contracts, to a
foreign insurance conlpany which is a subsdiary of the U.S. insur'ance
company or a related corporation.
Insurance companies registered in Nassau, Bahama Islands, as Bahamian corporations believed to be partly owned by U.S. 1'nterests
Number of
companies

Period

1955 _____________________________________________________ ------ 1
1958___________________________________________________________
1
, 1959 __________________________________ ----------------_________ 20
Jan. I-:-Mar. 24, 1960_____ ___ ____ __ __ ______ __ __ ___ __ ___ ______ ___ __ 10

Total________________________________________________________ 3-2
ILREASONS FOR ORGANIZING A FOREIGN SUBSIDIARY

It can be seen from the previous section of this report that many
foreign corporations are being organized by U.S. interests. The
question .then arises: Why does a U.S. corporation conduct some or
an of its foreign operations through one or more corporations organized
under the laws of a foreign country, rather than directly or through
(its branch in the foreign country, and why does it choose one foreign
country ra'ther than another in which to organize its subsidiary.
There are a multitude of possible reasons, which may be grouped int,o
,those based upon tax considerations and those involving commerci~l
or other reasons.
, (1) Commercial and other reasons.-8ometimes it is necessary, ita
ti U.S. corporation is' to sell its products or otherwise operate in a
"foreign country, to organize a foreign subsidiary under the laws of
that country, perhaps with part of the stock owned by Ilationals of
that country., The commercial laws, tariffs and import restriction$,
currency laws, or the attitude of government officials or the public
generally" may make it advisable and necessary to conduct operations
by a corporation organized under the laws of the foreign country
rather than through direct sales or through a branch of the U.S.
corporation. For example, one large U.S. company refused to organize a manufacturing-assembling corporation under the laws of Brazil,
with 'the result that tariff and other restrictions have made it impractical to sell any of its products in Brazil. Subsequently, it
organized a manufacturing-assembling corporation under the laws of
Argentina, with the result that it now sells large quantities of s.em~'.

72427-'611---2
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fUlislH'd parts, Hnd SOllie' ullrelated finishcd products, to, or wit.h the
aid of, its ..c\rgl'lltil1c_subsidiul'}~..
. . .
In thc ('\rent IL U.S. eorpoflLtIOIl deeides to orgamze an mternatIOnal
forej(YIl slllJsitiillrr which it expects will opcrat.e in many foreign
countrics then' u'n' u multitude of factors which must be weighed to
drtl'rlllill~' the cotllltry ill which to establish its hendquarters. 11any
of these flletors nrc similar to those which may have induced the parent
corporation to estn.blish its heH~i.quarters in Oll~ or another city i~ .the
Uni tcd States. Among the tlllngs to be consIdered are tbe polItICal
and economic stability of thc COl~ntry, the stabilit~~ of its currency
and the availability of foreign exch~nge, the accessibilit}:' of the country to n;ujor m~l:k.cts or sOl~rccs of .sypply, transporta~IOn a~d communicatIOn facIhtIes, bnnkmg faCilItIes, language dIfficultIes, the
availability of foreign personnel skilled in international trade and
various techniques, and the n.vn.ihtbility of housing and other facilities
for its AI1l('ricnn employees. Location in a country which affords
fnsornblc He(.'rss to the COlllIllon 11arket (France, Italy, West GerII1HI1\~, Belgium, Thl' Netherlands, and Luxembourg) or to the EuropellIl Free Trade Area (Great Britain, Denmark, Sweden, Norway,
Switzerland, Austrin., and Portugal), or both, is of considerable
importance.
(2) Ta.x considerations.-Traditionally, the United States has imposed its income tax upon all the income of any corporation organized
under the laws of any of the States or the District of Columbia, whether
such income was derived from sources within 'the United States or
from sources outside the United States. Thus, if a U.S. corporation
operates in one or more foreign countries (1) directly through its own
salesmen, or through independent foreign importers or distributing
agen ts; (2) through a branch in the foreign country; or (3) through
n. subsidiary organized under the laws of one of the States but
operatiug abroad, it must pay income taxes on the foreign source
income as it is earned, at the rate of 52 percent (of the income in excess
of $25,000). (If the subsidiary is a vVestern HeInisphere trade corporation, the tax will be at the rate of 38 percent (of the income-in
excess of $25,000).) 110st foreign countries nnpose income taxes on
the income earned by a U.S. corporation within the country. In
that event., the foreign tax so paid will be, in general, a credit against
t.he U.S_ tux. Thus, in most rHses, whether the tax imposed by the
foreign country is at a low or at a high rate, the aggregate taxes paid;
to qlC United States and to the foreign country, will be 52 percent
(OIl Income above $25,000).
On the other hand, if a foreign corporation, even though owned or
controlled by U.S. shareholders, earns its income from sources outside
t.he rnitrd Stlltes, it will not. be subject to U.S. income taxes but
;vill p~y a~ income tax, if any, only to the foreign country or countries
~n wIucli It. op~rates. Its income will, however, be subject to U.S.
lllcome t.axes (Imposed on the U.s. stockholders) when and if it is
brought back to the United States as dividends or in some other
fashion .. WI~en t.llC income is returned as dividends to a U.S. parent
cor:poratlOll, It will be then ta.-xed at the full corporation rates (ordinafll.\~ 52 percent). In th~s case there is a credit against the U.S.
t~'(.of that pa~t of any foreIgn ta.'{ previously paid which relates to the
dIvIdend receIved by the U:S. parent ~orporation. .In the ordinary
case, therefore, the tax uItnnately paId to the UnIted States with
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respect to the foreign income of a foreign corporation is likely to be
substantially the same as the tax which would have been paid immediately if the foreign operations had been conducted directly, through
a branch, or through a subsidiary U.S. corporation.
This ultimate tax may be deferred for only a short period of time,
or it may be deferred indefinitely for so long as the foreign subsidiary
retains its existence. If the income is retained in the foreign subsidiary until it is liquidated by its U.S. parent corporation, the tax
will ordinarily be at the lower capital gains rate of 25 percent generally
ilnposed on the liquidation of any corporation rather than at the rate
of 52 percent. Similarly, if the parent corporation sells the stock of
its foreign subsidiary, the gain will be taxed at the ordinary capital
gains rates even though this gain may be largely attributable to the
previously untaxed foreign income.
It is difficult to evaluate the effects of the deferral of U.S. taxes
g-enerally, either on the taxpayers involved or on the revenue of the
Government. Clearly, however, the longer the deferral period and
the higher the rate of return on the amount deferred, the greater will
be the value of this deferral of U.S. tax. Also, it is clear that the
value of deferring U.S. taxes is greater when there is no foreign tax
or where the foreign tax is small, and becomes less valuable, or nonexistent, if the foreign tax rate is high.
In view of the nUlllerous and varied considerations, tax and otherwise, which may have induced a U.S. corporation to organize a foreign
subsidiary, it is difficult to determine or even to infer, whether, or to
what extent, deferral of U.S. income taxes motivated the creation
of the foreign subsidiary.

III.

VARIOUS

TYPES

OF

FOREIGN OPERATIONS
PRESENT LAW

AS

AFFECTED

BY

As pointed out in the previous section of this report, by conducting
its foreign operations through a corporation organized under the laws
of a foreign country an American parent corporation can postpone
the tax on income earned by the foreign subsidiary until that income
is returned to the U.S. parent as dividends or otherwise. The question
then is: What is a foreign corporation and under what circumstances
is its income not subject to U.S. income tax.
Under present law, a foreign corporation is defined as one which .is'
not created or organized in the United States or under the laws of the
United States, any State or the District of Columbia. As this has
been interpreted by the Treasury Department over the past 40 years,
if a corporation is organized under the laws of a foreign country, unless
it is a mere 'sham with little or no real activities, it is a foreign corporation. This is so even if its technical incorporating stockholders
are agents of a U.S. corporation or U.S. citizens; if its capital comes
from a U.S. corporation or citizens; if its directors, officers, and even
most or all of its employees are U.S. citizens; if it is directed and
managed fronl an office in New York or some other city in the United
States and its principal books and records are kept there; if nlost of
its funds are on deposit in U.S. banks; and if its entire actiVity is the
sale of goods purchased or produced by a U.S. corporation or the
collection and servicing of royalties, rents, interest, or dividends due
a U.S. corporation or citizen.
.
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Sections 881 and 882 of the 1954 code providePthat a foreign corporation is taxable only on income from sources within the United States.
Thus, if the income of a foreign corporation is entirely from sources
without the United States, it is not subject to U.S. income tax on that
income. Sections 861, 862, and 863 of the code give the rules for
determining whether income is derived from within or without the
United States. These rules are general, and their application to specific
circumstances must be determined by reference to Treasury regulations and rulings and to court decisions. As applied to specific
circumstances they are explained more fully in the discussion of various
types of foreign corporations and operations in subsequent parts of
this section of this report.
In general, as they apply to foreign corporations, they may be
summarized as follows:
1. The income fronl the sale of personal property (merchandise in
general, including securities, except real estate) which was bought in
the United States and sold outside the United States is entirely
income from foreign sources, not from sources "within the United
States." Conversely, if the foreign corporation buys goods outside
the United States and sells them in the United States, the entire
income is from U.S. sources. However, if the sale is made outside
the United States the entire income is foreign-source income, even
though the buyers are U.S. corporations or citizens and the goods are
to be used in the United States. If a foreign corporation itself
manufactures goods in the United States and sells them abroad the
income is partly from sources within and partly from sources "without
the United States." However, if a domestic parent corporation
manufactures the goods and sells them (whether within or without
the United States) to the foreign subsidiary corporation, which sells
them 9 broad, the entire income of the foreign corporation from those
transactions (not the domestic manufacturer's income) is foreignsource income. Income from the manufacture or purchase of goods
in one foreign country and their sale in another foreign country is,
of course, entirely foreign-source inconle.
2. Income from the sale of real estate located outside the United
States is foreign-source income.
3. Income from rentals of property located outside the United
States, and royalties for the use outside the United States of patents,
copyrights, trademarks, formulas, etc., is foreign-source income, even
though the device, book, fonllula, etc., was created in the United
States.
4. Income from personal services performed outside the 'United
States is foreign-source income.
5. Interest on bank deposits held in the United States by a foreign
corporation is foreign-source income if the recipient is not engaged in
business in the United States.
6. In general, dividends from a foreign corporation constitute
foreign-source income.
'
Described below are various ways in which foreign corporations
operate and the way in which the source rules apply to those operations.
(a) Everyone would agree that a corporation which conducts all of
its operations in a foreign country, using raw materials derived from
that foreign country or some other foreign country and selling its
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products or services entirely to buyers within that country, deriyes
all of its income from sources without the United States. Such a
company might be a public utility supplying electric power, gas, or
transportation to the people of a foreign country.
(b) A corporation engaged in large-scale retail or wholesale operations throughout the United States may decide to do the same thin!?:
in one or more foreign countries through retail or wholesale outlets of a
foreign subsidiary. Some or all of the goods sold by these foreign outlets may be bought in the United States from U.S. producers. Present
law provides that the personal property bought in the United States
and sold outside the United States generates income wholly from
sources outside the United States.
(c) Frequently, an Amerian manufacturing corporation sells in the
United States finished or semifinished products to a subsidiary organized under the laws of a foreign country. In this case with respect
to the foreign subsidiary the source rule is the same as in (b) above;
that is, the purchase in this country of goods which are sold in the
foreign country creates only income from sources without the United
States. A problem here is the correct allocation of income between
the manufacturing parent and the selling subsidiary.
, (d) The operations of a foreign subsidiary of a domestic parent
corporation may be the reverse of the situation described in (b) above;
that is, it Inay buy goods in a foreign country for sale to its U.S. parent
corporation for use or resale in the United States. Present law provides that if personal property is purchased outside the United States
and sold within the United States, the entire profit is incOlne fronl
U.S. ,sources. Of course, if both the purchase and the sale are made
in .',a foreign country, however, the income is wholly from sources
without the United States. To avoid the characterization of the income as income from sources within the United States, therefore, the
foreign subsidiary will ordinarily arrange to pass title to the goods
bought by its American parent in a foreign country. The courts have
held that the place where goods are sold is the place where title passes,
(not the bare legal title but the beneficial ownership and the risk of
loss) .
(e) Instead of purchasing from independent foreign suppliers goods
to be sold to its U.S. parent corporation, in some cases the foreign
subsidiary may manufacture parts or completed products which are
sold to its American parent for distribution in the United States. In
such a case present law provides that if the sale is made within the
United States, the income must be apportioned between that derived
from manufacturing, which would be foreign income, and that derived
from the sale, which would be income from U.S. sources. However,
as in (d) above, the foreign corporation will ordinarily avoid the
characterization of any part of the income as income from U.S. sources
by passing title to the goods it has produced to its American parent
in some place outside of the United States.
(j) Where goods are bought or produced in the United States by a
U.S. corporation to be sold to foreign customers, for any of several
cOlnmercial reasons it may be necessary for the U.S. corporation to
make the sale directly to the foreign buyer rather than to make the
sale in this country to a foreign subsidiary which will then sell the
goods to the foreign customer. In such a case the entire income will
be taxable to the U.S. corporation, since a' domestic corporation is
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t.axable on both the income frOln U.S. sources and the income from
sources outside the United States. However, n, foreign subsidiary
may be (,lIlplo),{'d by the Amel'icnn pnrent corporation as a selling
agent Hnd, therefore, the commissions paid by the American corporation to t he foreign corporation will be u deductihle expense and thus
reduce t he income n.ttributable to the U.S. parent. The commissions
earJl('d by such u foreign subsidiary are, of course, foreign source
income, since the services are performed outside the United States.
A problelll here is to determine realistically what portion of the total
profits should be allocated to the foreign subsidiary as a commission
for selling the goods in foreign countries.
(g) Instead of manufacturing and selling their products abroad
-directly or through wholly owned foreign subsidiaries, in many cases
Americall corporations find it lnore desirable to license independent
foreign corporations to manufacture and sell their products abroad.
For the use of the U.S. corporation's trademarks, patents, formulas,
and processes, the independent foreign firms agree to make the product
under stipulated standards and to sell the product in the foreign
countries under stipulated conditions. Typically, the American corporation not only transfers to the licensee the right to use patents,
trademarks, etc., but continually provides information and services.
For eXaInple, a U.S. nlanufacturer of shirts recently licensed an
Argentine manufacturer to produce and sell its shirts in Argentina.
The American corporation transferred to the licensee the right to
use its patents, trademarks, and technical information, including a
huge manual giving detailed directions for the nlOst efficient method
of performing each process in making a shirt. In addition, the
Anlerican corporation agreed to keep the Argentine licensee continually supplied with its latest patterns, fashion information, technical
developments, advertising material, etc. 110reover, engineers of
the American corporation assisted the licensee in selecting machinery
and equipment, and trained technical employees of the licensee in
the operation of the machines. In this case the Argentine licensee
will pay a fee of 5 percent of its receipts frolll selling the shirts in
Argentina. l In this case it appears that part of this fee is a royalty
for the use of patents, trademarks, etc.; part is a payment in the
nature of a royalty for the use of the "know-how" embodied in the
production manual; part is a purchase price for items supplied by the
American corporation such as patterns, advertising material, etc.;
and part is payment for services rendered by technicians of the
American corporation.
Some American corporations have lllany such foreign lirensees.
It is stated, for example, that one U.S. corporation has over 400
license agreements with foreign manufacturers of its products and
received more than $2,900,000 in royalties and fees frOlll those licensees
last year.
Present law treats as income from sources outside the United
States payments for the use of patents, copyrights, etc., outside the
United States. But, as in the example given, if the domestic corporation which owns the patents, copyrights, etc., obtains this income
directly from its licensees, it is immediately taxable because it must
pay taxes on its income from whatever source derived.
1
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Two courses are open to the American corporation if it wishes to
have a part of such income treated as income from foreign sources:
(1) It may sell the right to exploit the patents, copyrights, formulas,
etc., in a designated area to a foreign subsidiary which then enters
into an agreement with the foreign licensee. The gain from this
sale to the foreign subsidiary will be income of the American parent
corporation; however, the royalties and fees derived from the patents,
etc., will be the income of the foreign subsidiary, and since the fees
are for the use of the patents, etc., in foreign countries, the income
is from sources without the United States. (2) Alternatively, the
American corporation may retain its ownership of the patents, etc.,
and receive the fees paid by the foreign licensee. However, it may
employ a foreign subsidiary corporation as its selling, collecting,
and servicing agent, paying the foreign corporation commissions for
such services. A problenl here is the determination of realistic
commissions to the foreign subsidiary.

IV.

SUBSIDIARIES OPERATING IN COUNTRIES OTHER THAN THOSE
IN WHICH THEY ARE ORGANIZED

For a great variety of reasons, some based upon tax considerations,
some not, it is often desirable to have a foreign corporation incorporated in a country other than that in which it transacts its principal
business. Just as, in this country, it may be desirable for a corporation to be incorporated in Delaware, maintain its principal offices in
New York, and conduct its principal operations in, say, NIichigan or
Ohio, so it may be desirable for a corporation to be organized in
Switzerland, Panama, the Bahamas, etc., but conduct its operations
in another foreign country. A foreign corporation may, for example,
partially manufacture and assemble the products of an American
corporation in West Germany, but may be incorporated in Switzerland
and may conduct its selling operations in Switzerland (or in another
foreign country), in which case, the relatively high German income
tax will apply only to the manufacturing profits; whereas a relatively
low Swiss tax will apply to the profit from marketing. Such a corporation, which is organized by an American parent corporation in
one foreign country for the purposes of conducting operations in
third countries, is frequently referred to as a "base company."
American corporations with large exports to foreign countries may,
in many cases, defer the tax on export profits by organizing corporations in the countries of destination. These foreign subsidiaries take
title to the goods in the United States so that the margin between the
price of the goods in the United States and the price of the goods in
the foreign country is obtained, as foreign source inconle, by the foreign subsidiary. However, there are many count.ries, notably Great
Britain, France, and West Germany, which impose income taxes
roughly equivalent to those imposed by the Unit.ed States, and there
are other countries where the income tax is 40 percent or more. In
such cases, the effect of paying inconle tax to the foreign country
would be the same as paying an income tax to the United States.
To avoid such taxes, a subsidiary may be organized in one of the
"tax-haven" countries, say, Panama. The Panamanian corporation
then buys the goods at, say, $90 per item from the U.S. manufacturer,
taking title in the United States, and sells the goods for, say, $100 to
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all independent distributor in the foreign country, passing title there,
or nt HIl intervening port of cull. Although Panama imposes income
tnxes with rates risillg to 34 percent 011 income earned within Panama,
it imposes no t.nx on g<lins from purchases and sales made outside
Pnnnma. Thus, the export profit is not taxed when it is earned, by
either the United Stn,tes, the country of destination, or Panama.
Instend of having llUtny foreign subsidiary corporations, one in
each foreign country or in groups of countries, many American parent
corporations have one large internn,tional subsidiary which does all
or most of its foreign business. Such a subsidiary company may buy
the products of the U.S. parent corporation and sell those products
throughout the world, either directly, by local branches, or by foreign
corporations which are its subsidiaries. Or it may make sales, purchases, and perform other types of services on a cOIDlnission basis,
thus acting as the agent for the U.S. parent corporation. Or it may
be a mere holding company, holding the stock of a great many subsidinry companies each of which deals directly with the parent company.
Or'the international company may do all these things.
.
Such an arrangement provides very substantial tax advantages,
by greatly extending the period during which the U.S. tax on foreign
income is deferred. vVhere there are several foreign subsidiary corporations, if the profits of one are to be used by another ~hese profits
Inust, in general, be returned to the U.S. parent corporation as taxable
dividends before they can be transferred to another foreign subsidiary.z
But in the case of a huge international organization, whether it is a'
buy-sell corporation, a sales agency corporation, a mere holding
eOTnpany, or any combination of those, profits derived in one country
can be shifted for use in anot.her country without the paJlnent of
any tax by the U.S. parent corporation. The U.S. tax on foreign
income may thus be deferred not only during the growth period of one
foreign enterprise but during the growth period of the entire foreign
operation in nIl foreign countries.
'
The operations of such a large-scale international foreign subsidiary
may be illustrated by the following description of the organization
and operation of two actual international corporations which are
subsidiaries of large American corporations.
Corporation A is a foreign corporation organized under the laws
of Switzerland anel with its headquarters in Geneva. It buys finished
products, and components of the finished products, from the U.S.
corporation and frOln one or another of several manufacturing foreign
subsidiaries of the parent corporation. It sells these products all
over the world, directly, through branches in many foreign countries,
and, in some cases where foreign laws make it necessary, through
wholly owned or partially owned foreign corporations which Inanufacture or assemble products similar to those manufactured by the
U.S. corporation. Not only does it sell the products manufactured
by the U.S. parent corporation and its foreign subsidiary manufacturing corporations, but it buys in foreign countries certain raw
materials and sells these to the U.S. parent corporation or to the
foreign manufacturing subsidiaries of that. corporation. Also, it gives
technical assistance, not only in the field of sales but in the field of
engineering and proc1.uction t.echniques and general m.anagernent, to
2 One foreign suhsidiary ean knd money to another forei~ subsidjary. but sometimes in sueh cases the
Internal Revenue 13eryice will "iew sueh loans as, in effect. dividends to the parent.
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the foreign manufacturing subsidiaries of the parent corporation, and
to its own manufacturing or assembling foreign subsidiaries.
The international corporation employs directly hundreds of persons-managers, technicians, production experts, marketing experts,
advertising experts, financial and credit experts, salesmen, etc. (and
indirectly employs th ousands of persons in the foreign corporations
which are its subsidiaries). Hundreds of these persons are in the
headquarters office in Geneva, others are in one of the three regional
headquarters which distribute the products in Europe, the sterling
area countries, and the rest of the world. Many of the employees,
while normally attached to one or another headquarters office, are
continually visiting the firm's distribution centers in foreign countries.
Representatives of this company state that they are meticulous in
determining proper prices which the international company pays for
the manufactured products of the parent U.S. corporation and the
manufactured products of the parent's foreign subsidiaries, and the"
prices the international corporation charges the U.S. parent corporation for raw materials it purchases, so that there is a realistic
apportionment of income among the various entities.
Corporation B is engaged in the manufacture and sale of various
types of machines and equipment which are sold to companies in
the United States and in many foreign countries for use in conducting
their operations and not for resale to conSU111ers. It set up an international foreign subsidiary corporation as a "marketing machine
especially designed and staffed to sell in foreign fields."
This international subsidiary established its headquarters in a
country which has no income tax. Its choice of a site for its headquarters was determined not only by tax considerations but also from
the facts that this city is close to many of its principal foreign markets,
has superior transportation and communication facilities, and is a
good place in which- to work and live.
The international corporation performs five functions: (1) It is the
general sales agent with respect to the export of finished products and
parts from the U.S. parent corporation to its subsidiaries and licensees,
and to many independent distributors, in practically all the countries
of the free world; (2) it similarly is the general sales agent with respect
to sales made by the parent corporation's foreign manufacturing
subsidiaries to licensees and independent distributors; (3) it perfornls
top-level management supervision of the foreign lllanufacturing subsidiaries of the parent corporation, with respect to type of products,
marketing opportunities, general operational and financial efficiency,
etc.; (4) it selects, supervises, and assists with technical "know-how,"
licensees in many foreign countries which manufacture machines and
equipment similar to those produced by the parent corporation under
patents, trademarks, etc., developed by the parent corporation; (5) it
finances, by loans, the foreign manufacturing subsidiaries of the U.S.
parent corporation.
The international corporation has about 50 employees, 1110St of
whom are 1110re or less constantly traveling in various parts of the
world. Some of these are executives, highly skilled in the fields of
technology, Inarketing, management, etc.; others are fieldmen skilled
in dealing with the technical and marketing problenls of the licensees
and independent distributors all over the free world.
72427-61'-----13
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For its services the int.ernational corporation receives commissions
and fees. Representat.ives of the U.S. parent corporation state that
t.he commissions it. receives as a general sales agent are "on the basis
of those clUTently charged in the United States for similar services by
independent selling agents for sll11ilar manufacturing companies" and
that its "management fees were fixed after ascertainment of the
charges of independent c0111panies for similar managerial service."
Representatives of t.his corporation concede that the organization of
the intcrnational subsidiary was to obtain "a greater iInmediate cash
flow resulting from tax deferral which eould be used to finance the
expansion of overseas business."
It is evident that there are many advantages to the methods
employed by corporations such as A and B in conducting their foreign
operatiolls. First, not only are U.S. ta.xes deferred, but foreign taxes
are a void ed, red uced, or postponed, thus red ucing the imp~ct of
foreign tax credits on U.S. taxes. Second, not only can profits
from one foreign country bc reinvested in another foreign country
without the paynlent of U.S. income taxes, but information, skills,
and techniques developed in one foreign country can be used in others.
Their headquarters (usually in Switzerland or some other low-tax
European country) provid es a central location, available employees
with skills in international operations and ability to speak several
languages, ready convert.ibility of l11oney, internationally minded
banks, insurance c01npanies, etc.

v.

AnusEs UNDER PRESENT LA"\Y INVOLVING THE USE OF FOREIGN
SUBSIDIARIES

Section III of this report describes the various ways in which
foreign corporations operate and the ways in wbich present. source
rules "\vould apply to those operations. This section describes the
abuses or problems involving the correct allocation of income that
ma.v be incurred in each of these various types of operations.
With respect to the operation described in section III (a) there is
no problem with respect to the proper allocation of income, since
purchases and production, as well as sales, all occur in the foreign
country.
,\Vith respect to the operations described in section III (b), which involves the purchase by a foreign subsidiary of goods from independent
.suppliers in the United States and their sale at wholesale or retail in
a foreign country, expenses which actually pertain to the U.S. operations of t.he foreign subsidiary may be attributed to the parent COl'POration, with the result. t.hat t.he stat.ed income of the U.S. parent
corporation is less than it actually is and the stated income of the
foreign subsidiar~T is greater than it actually is. Frequently, the
parent corporation "\yill buy large quantities of goods for its own needs
and for the needs of its foreign subsidiary. The parent corporation,
act.ing as the agent of its foreign subsiciiar.v, or employees of the
parent eorporation acting independently, m.ay be 1,he agents of the
foreigll subsidiary in tll c purchasing operations. In such cases,
unless t.here is a careful allocation not only of the direct expenses
but of overhe,ld expenses, the expenses which ought to be charged to
the foreign subsidiary will be charged to the parent corporation.
In the type of operation cleseribed in section III (c), the foreign sub.sidiary buys directly frol11 its parent semifinishecl or finished products
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manufactured by the U.S. parent corporation. In this case tilere is
no distortion of income if the U.S. parent charges a realistic price to
its foreign subsidiary. In the case of finished products, such a realistic price would ordinarily be that which the U.S. parent corporation
charges independent buyers in this country. In the case of semimanufactured items, however, ordinarily no such sales are made to
any purchaser except the foreign subsidiary. Therefore, by inadvertence or by design, an unrealistically low price for these semifinished items may be charged, with the result that the income of the
American producer is understated and the income of the foreign
subsidiary is overstated. Two examples are as follows: (1) Corporation X organized a foreign subsidiary which bought most of its
goods frOln its domestic parent. The parent. charged its foreign
subsidiary prices which involved a gross profit of 3 percent to the
corporation. However, on sales of similar goods to independent
buyers the parent corporation realized a gross, profit of 25 percent.
Through this improper pricing net profits of about $150,000 were
shifted to t.he foreign subsidiary in a period of 2 years. (2) Corporation Y sold manufactw'ed component parts to its foreign subsidiary
at a markup of 5 percent above cost. The usual markup with respect
to sales to unrelated customers ranged from 35 to 40 percent above
cost. By this preferential pricing income in the amount of $320,000,
involving an income tax of approximately $159,000, was shifted from
the U.S. parent corporation to its foreign subsidiary in a period of
2 years.
In section III (d) there was discussed a foreign subsidiary whose function is to buy in foreign countries various materials for use by the
American parent corporation in this country. Here, also, the price
which the foreign subsidiary charges its American parent should be,
in general, equivalent to the price which a foreign exporter would
charge under similar circumstances. Here, also, by inadvertence or
by design, prices charged by the foreign subsidiary to the American
parent may be unrealistically high, with t.he result that the stated
income of the foreign subsidiary is higher than it actually is and the
stated income of the American parent is less than it actually is.
In section III (e) there was described a foreign subsidiary which
manufactures for its American parent parts or finished products which
it then sells to the Alnerican parent corporation for distribution in
the United States. As in the case where the American parent manufactures goods to be sold to the foreign subsidiary, it is frequently
difficult to determine what a realistic price should be with respect
to semifinished items manufactured by foreign subsidiaries. To the
extent that the foreign subsidiary charges a disproportionately high
price, its income will be unrealistically high and the income of the
American parent will be unrealistically low.
The type of operation described in section lIl(f) involves a foreign
subsidiary which was organized and employed by its American parent
corporation as its selling agent and receives commissions for its
services from the Alnerican parent corporation. As indicated, these
commissions earned by the foreign subsidiary are foreign-source income, since they are reimbursement for services performed outside the
United States. For various reasons, the cOlnmission income of the
foreign selling subsidiary may be overstated, and the income of the
domestic parent corporation understated because of excessive commis-
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sions being paid to the foreign subsidiary. In these cases it is very
difficult for the Government to determine realistically the value of the
serYlccs performed by the foreign subsidiary and, hellce, very difficult
to determine the portion of the total profits which should be allocated
as a commission. To the extent that the income of the foreign
selling subsidia.ry is overstated, taxes which ought to be obtained
immediately, based on the income of the parent corporation, are
deferred until the income of the foreign subsidiary is returned to the
United States.
Section III (g) describes the operations of a foreign subsidiary with
the function of licensing independent foreign enterprises to use patents,
trade1na.rks, formulas, technical procedures, etc., developed by the
U.S. parent corporation. The American parent may sell the right to
exploit these patents, etc., in one or more foreign countries to its
foreign subsidiary corporation. It is evident that unless a realistic
:llllOunt is paid by the foreign subsidiary corporation to the American
parent for the right to exploit pateuts, etc., the income obtained by the
foreign subsidiary as fees from licenses in various foreign countries will
be disproportionately high compared to the income which the American
corporation derived from the sale of the right to use these patents,
etc., to its foreign subsidiary. One extreme illustration of a distortion
of income is illustrated by the fact that an American parent corporation charged its foreign subsidiary $22 for the right to use patents,
trademarks, etc., in various foreign countries. During the first full
year after this transfer, the foreign subsidiary obtained gross royalties
and fees from foreign licenses in the amount of $1,500,000.
'Vhere instead of selling the right to exploit patents, trademarks,
etc., to the foreign subsidiary the American parent retains the rights
to receive royalties, fees, etc., but employs its foreign subsidiary as a
selling, collection, and servicing agent with respect to foreign licenses,
paying the foreign subsidiary commissions for such services, it is clear
thn t by paying larger amounts for the services than would normally be
paid, income which should be obtained by the American parent corporation will be diverted to the foreign subsidiary corporation.
As an example of how one large U.S. corporation diverted income
which should have been attributable to itself to its foreign international subsidiary, the following example is significant. Corporation C has annual sales (including the domestic and foreign sales of
its subsidary corporations) of over $200 million, and it has over 10,000
stockholders. The U.S. parent corporation, its U.S. subsidiaries,.
and n few foreign subsidiary corporations manufacture capital goodsrelatively large and high-priced items of equipment and supplies used
by the buyers in their operations and not for resale to consumers.
Theil' foreign customers, in 111UllY countries, are usually corporations,
often very large corporations. Ordinarily these foreign customers
deal, directly or indirectly, with the producing corporations in the
United States (or with the foreign manufnetul'ing subsidiaries), and
usually prefer to take title to the goods ill the United States or in the
foreign country where the items are manufactured.
The parent corporation organized fl.n international subsidiary under
the laws of Liechtenstein ,,'hich, nominally at least, performs the
marketing operations throughout the world (except in the United
Stutes and Canada) for the parent corporation and its U.S. and foreign
manufacturing subsidiaries. The Liechtenstein corporation also per-
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forms, nominally, various services with respect to the many foreign
licensees of the parent-collecting royalties and fees, transmitting
technical information and assistance, etc. But since Vaduz, Liechtenstein (a city of about 60,000 population) is not deemed a "respectable"
address, there is another subsidiary of the parent company which is
organized under the laws of Switzerland and has an office there. This
company does not act as a principal, but is lnerely the agent of the
Liechtenstein corporation, providing, for a small fee, an office and the
handling of correspondence, records, advertising materials, etc.
Liechtenstein does not have an income tax, so that the profits of the
Liechtenstein corporation are free fron1 tax until they are transmitted
as dividends to the U.S. parent corporation. Switzerland and its
cantons impose income taxes on income earned in Switzerland, but
since the services performed by the Swiss subsidiary are only those
which a few employees perform in a small office, and since the fee paid
by the Liechtenstein corporation for those office services is only
slightly more than the cost of the services, the taxes paid to Switzerland and its cantons is negligible.
Although it employs few, if any, salesmen, and the sales of the
products of the U.S. parent company or its U.S. subsidiaries are either
made directly by the U.S. companies or by independent foreign
distributors, the Liechtenstein con1pany receives a commission of 15
percent of the selling price, out of which it pays 5 percent to the
independent foreign distributors. For its services (whatever those may
be) in dealing with foreign licensees and collecting royalties and fees
for the use of the U.S. corporations' patents, formulas, trademarks,
and "know-how" the Liechtenstein corporation receives 80 percent
of the royalties and fees.
It is evident that the profits thus allocated to the Liechtenstein
corporation are grossly disproportionate to the real value of what
little work that corporation does. In fact, alnong themselves, officers
of the parent corporation have admitted that the Liechtenstein
corporation is nothing more than a tax device, and that it has no
real substance. They have directed subordinates to so handle correspondence, sales documents, etc., as to make it appear that the Liechtenstein corporation is a functioning, commercial organization, even
though, in actuality, transactions are handled as if there were no such
foreign company.
As indicated above with respect to the C corporation, in n1any cases
the abuse resulting from the use of a foreign subsidiary consists in
the fact that the foreign subsidiary has little, if any, substance and
does not, in fact, function as an operating commercial corporation.
These arrangements may be illustrated with respect to Panamanian
corporations, although the same practice lnay, and no doubt does,
exist with respect to subsidiaries organized under the laws of any of
the other so-caUed tax-haven countries. Various arrangements are
as follows:
(a) In some cases it appears that all export transactions originate in
the offices of the American parent in the United States except the signature of one person who is an officer of the Panamanian corporation.
All the persons who transact the export business remain employees of
the U.S. parent corporation, the operations of the Panamanian
corporation thus involving merely the issuance of proper docu.ments
transferring title to and from that corporation. (b) In other cases
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nIl the opel'ntions :1re substantinll.\· the Sllme ns if the American
('orporn t iOIl were dircetl~' exporting its goods, except that persons who
conduct the trllnsnf'tions, while stilllocllted in the offices of the parent
corporn tiOll, un~ eIllplo~·ces of the Punnmnllian corporation. (c) Yet
Hnotiler Ycry common t~'l)(' of operll tiOIl in\Tolycs the emplo,)Inent by
the Pawlllluninn corporntioll of n so -called Pllnulllauian management
(,OJllpall~·, of whieh there nre seyeral with offices both ill Panama and
the Ullited Stutes. Sneh a mllnngement corporation will, for a fee,
perform in PnnHlHll accounting, clerical, and legal services us may be
required, or it will-in Panama-take care of the transfer of title to
lmd from the Panamanian corporation, as \vell as handling correspondence and accounts. An editorial COlnment by one of the tax services
is illuminating. It says "this service is 'worth the price of adnlission,'
since it shows that your cOlnpany is truly an operating entity in
Panama-not Inerely a 'paper' company." (d) Instead of hiring an
outside manngement COlnpallY in Panama, the Panamanian subsidi~lry
ma~T itself employ a few persons in Panama to keep accounts, handle
documents, etc. (e) Alternatively, there may be an actual selling
operation, with headquarters and numerous employees in Panama,
but with selling agents all over the world. Even though there is a
substantial management operation in Panama, the Panamanian
government \villlevy no income tax so long as the actual buying and
selling, collection or servicing is done in other countries.
Special abuse situations involving the use of foreign corporations
A. Use of a foreign corporation to defer taxes on the profits of
insurance companies may be illustrated by two examples:
(1) Corporation I is a U.S. casualty insurance company. It established a foreign subR~diary insurance cOlnpany in Liechtenstein and
reinsured a substantial part of its risks with this foreign subsidiary
corporation. Although the risks involved were on property located
in the United States and the policyholders paid the premiums to the
U.S. corporation, the reinsurance contracts were negotiated abroad
and the underwriting gain on this reinsurance was deemed to be from
sources outside the United States. By paying premiums to the foreign
reinsurer which were disproportionate to the risks assumed by that
foreign subsidiary, a disproportionate part of the underwriting gain
was attributed to the foreign subsidiary insurance company.
(2) A much more complex arrangement is as follows: Corporation
F is a finance company making installment loans, and in conjunction
with these loans it requires the borrower to take out insurance upon
,his life for the period of the loan. It places this insurance with an
independent U.S. insurance company, the premiums paid to that
company being equivalent to those normally charged for this type of
insurance. By a collateral arrangement with this independent U.S.
company, however, it is stipulated that the U.S. company will reinsure
a large portion of the business it obtains from the finance company
with insurance company G, organized under the laws of the Bahamas.
This company, by prior arrangement, reinsures this business with
~nother insurance company organized under the laws of Bermuda,
msurance company H. The stock of the latter company is entirely
owned by the finance company, corporation F. By this arrangement
a large proportion of the underwriting profits from the large bulk of
insurance originating with the finance company is deferred until insurance company H transfers dividends to its stockholder, the finance
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company, corporation F. Thus. not onh'" is the tax on this income
deferred, but corporation F obtains a deduction for the premium
which generated this income.
B. Two families, citizens of the United States, o"\\lled all of the
stock of a U.S. corporation, a manufacturing company, which we will
call the ::\1 corporation. The A family o"\\lled 75 percent of the stock
and the B family omled 25 percent. Prior to 1950 the 11 corporation
sold its products in foreign countries by direct sales, made by OCC~l
sional tra,eling salesmen or through independent agents in the foreign
countries. In 1950 a Panamanian corporation was organized, the
stockholders of this corporation being the members of the A family
to the extent of 75 percent and the members of the B family to the
extent of 25 percent. The ~1 corporation appointed the Panamanian
corporation its exclusi,e sales represent a ti,e in foreign countries and
paid the Pan~rnanian corporation commissions of 10 percent on the
price of goods sold for deli,ery in the foreign countries. During its
existence of about 8 years the commissions paid to the Panamanian
corporation amounted to about S6 million. "hen the head of the
~~ family died in 1958, the Panamanian corpor~1 tion was liquidated
and the accumulated earnings were distributed to the two families,
upon which they paid capital gains taxes. Prior to the organization
of the Panamanian corporation the ~I corporation paid its independent
agents in foreign countries commissions of 5 percent on the sales mad e
by them in the foreign countr:'-.... ~-\.fter the Panamanian corporation
was liquidated. the 11 corporation again conducted its foreign business
through such independent agents and ag;lill paid them commissions
of 5 percent.
C. Ele"\en inclinduals, citizens of the United Sta tes, formed a corporation under the la,,"s of Panama for the purpose of engaging in the
purchase and sale of stocks of C.S. corporations through the mediulll
of the Xew York Stock Exchange and similar exchanges. Uneler
present law (sees. 8S1 and 871), a foreign corporation which has no
office or place of business in the Cnited States is not subject to L.S.
income taxes on gains deri"\ed froll the sale of C.S. stocks or securities
through U.S. brokers. The taxes which these 11 persons would ha,e
had to pay on their stock transactions were deferred until the Panamanian corporation was ultimately liquidated. Since there were 11
stockholders of the Panan1anian corpora tion, that corpora tion was not
a "foreign personal holding company" within the meaning of present
law, since such a corporation is defined as one in which not more than
5 persons own 50 percent of the stock of the corporation, and in this
corpora tion any 5 stockholders own less than 46 percent of the stock.
D. As has been prenously explained. although the income of a
foreign subsidiary is not subject to -C.S. income t<l.\:es
.
when it is
earned~ an equi,alent L.S. tax will ordinarily apply to this income
when it is returned to the C.S. parent corporations as dindends. To
a\"oid this tax and, ne\"ertheless. to obtain the use of the income
accUll1ulated by its foreign subsidiary, the u.S. parent may borrow
from its foreign subsidiary the amounts which would otherwise be paid
to it in clindends. Although the Internal Re,enue Sernce will
ordinarily question the bona fides of such intercorpora tion loans, if the
loan is for "a fixed period, payable in all e,ents, with a reasonable rate
of interest which is in fact paid by the parent corporation, and the
parent corporation has ample funds with which to pay the loan, it
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may be difficult or impossible for the Internul RCyellUe Service to
vic\v the loan as a disguised dividend. If the transaction is accepted
as a lOHn, there nre two tnx ttdvuntagcs: (1) The U.S. parent has the
use of funds withou t paying n, tax, Hnd (2) the taxable income of the
U.S. Plll'Cllt ('orporntion is reduccd by a deduction of intercst paid to
the forcign subsidiary corporation. Although a withholding tax of
-30 percent must be paid upon this interest, that tax is less than the
52 percent tax n.dvantage obtain cd by the parent corporation.
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PORTION

OF THE PRESIDENT'S TAX MESSAGE RELATING
ELIMINATION OF THE TAX-DEFERRAL PRIVILEGE

TO

THE.

III. TAX TREATMENT OF FOREIGN INCOME

Changing economic conditions at hOllle and abroad, the desire to
achieve greater equity in taxation, and the strains which have developed in our balance-of-payments position in the last few years, compel
us to exalnine critically certain features of our tax syste.m which, in
conjunction with the tax system of other countries, consistently favor
U.S. private investment abroad compared with investment in our
own economy.
1. Elimination of tax deferral privileges in developed countries and
"tax haven" deferral privileges in all countries.-Profits earned abroad
by American firnls operating through foreign subsidiaries are, under
present tax laws, subject to U.S. tax only when they are returned to
the parent company in the fornl of dividends. In some cases this
tax deferral has Illade possible indefinite postponement of the U.S.
tax; and, in those countries where income taxes are lower than in the
United States, the ability to defer the payment of U.S. tax by retaining
income in the subsidiary companies provides a tax advantage for
companies operating through oversea subsidiaries that is not available
to companies operating solely in the United States. Many American
investors properly made use of this deferral in the conduct of their
foreign investment. Though changing conditions now nlake continuance of the privilege undesirable, such change of policy implies
no criticism of the investors who so utilize this privilege.
The undesirability of continuing deferral is underscored where
deferral has served as a shelter for tax escape through the unjustifiable
use of tax havens such as Switzerland. Recently Inore and more
enterprises organized abroad by American firms have arranged their
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corpora t e strlJct ul'('s- nid('d L~- art ifieinl arl'fingeJll('1l ts between parent
and subsidinr~' regarding intercompany pricing, the transfer of patent
licl1nsing rights , tiJ(' shifting of mHIlngeJlWut fees, and similar practices
which lIlHximi7.(, the ficC'-uBlulntioll of profits ill th(' tax haven-so as
to exploit the 1l1ultiplieit), of foreign tax s)'stems find international
Hgr('e.llH1llts in ord('r t.o redul'c sharply or rliminnte eompletely their
tllX linbilities both nt· hOlll(, and nbl'OIHl.
1'0 th(' exteut that thes(' tax haY('ns and other tax deferral privileges
r('stilt ill U.S. firms investiug or locating abroad largely for tax reasons,
the efficient allocation of international resources is upset, the initial
drain on our already adverse balance of payments is never fully
compensated, and profits arc retained and reinvested abroad which
would otherwise be invested ill the United States. Certainly since the
]W8twar reconstruction of E1.lrOpe and Japan has been completed, there
are no longer foreign policy reasons for promding tax incentives for foreign
i ncestment in the economically advanced countries.
If we are seeking to curb tax ha.vens, if we recognize that the stimulus of tax deferral is no longer needed for investment in the developed
countries, and if we are to emphasize investment in this country in
order to stimulate our economy and our plant modernization, as well
as ease our balance-of-payrnents deficit, we can no longer afford existing
tax treatment of joreign income.
I ther~fol'e recommend that legislation be adopted which would, after
a two-step transitional period, tax each year American corporation8 on
their current share oj the undistributed profits realized in that year by
subsidiary corporations organized in economically advanced countries.
This current taxation would also apply to individual shareholders of
closely held corporations in those countries. Since incOlne taxes paid
abroad are properly a credit against the U.S. income tax, this would
subject the income fr0111 such business activities to essentially the
SaIne tax rates as business activities conducted in the United States.
To permit firms to adjust their operations to this 'change, I also
recommend that this result be achieved in equal steps over a 2-year
period, under which only one-half of the profits would be affected
during 1962. Where the foreign taxes paid have been close to the
U.S. rates, the impact of this change would be small.
This proposal will maintain U.S. investm ent in the developed
count.ries at the. level justified by market forces. American enterprise abroad will continue to conlpete with foreign firms. With their
access to capital markets. at home and abroad, their advanc.ed technical
know-how, their energy, resourcefulness, and mall)T other advantages,
American firms will continue to occupy their rightful place in the
market.s of the world. 'iVhile t.he rate of expansion of some American
business operations abroad may be reduced through the withdrawal
of tax deferral, such reduction would be consistent with the efficient
distribution of capital resow'ces in the world, our balance of payments
needs, and fairness to competing firms located in our own country.
At the same time, I recommend that tal' dejerral be continued for income
from investment in the dez-eloping economies. The free world has a
st.rong obligation t.o fissist. in the d('yelopment of these economies, and
privat.e investment has an important contribution to make. Continued income t.ax deferral for thes(' arcas will be.helpful in this respect.
In addition, the proposed elimination of income tax deferral on U.S.
earnings ill industrialized countries should enhance the relative
at·traction of investment in the less developed countries.
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On the other hand, I recommend elimination of the "tax haven"
device anywhere in the· world, even in the und erdeveloped countries,
through the elimination of tax deferral privileges for those forms of
activities, such as trading, liqensing, insurance, and others, that typically seek out tax haven methods of operation. There is no valid
reason to permit their remaining untaxed regardless oj the country in
which they are located.
ApPENDIX
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STATEMENT OF THE SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY BEFORE THE
COMMITTEE ON WAYS AND MEANS RELATING TO THE ELIMINATION
OF THE TAx-DEFERRAL PRIVILEGE
II. EQUAL TAXATION OF FOREIGN INVESTMENT INCOME

The President in his tax message has cited the strains in our balance
of payments position as one of the factors which have led us to reexamine our tax treatment of foreign income. Earlier, in his balance
of payments message, the President made it clear that our concern
relates to the prejerenti(J;1 treatment of foreign investment income,
tax treatment that has favored U.S. private investment abroad compared with investment in our own country. There is no thought of
penalizing private investment abroad which rests upon genuine
production or market advantages.
Role of tax deferral
The most important feature of our tax systenl giving preferential
treatment to U.S. investment abroad is the privilege of deferring U.S.
income tax on the earnings derived through foreign subsidiaries until
those earnings are distributed as dividends. The lower the rate of
of foreign income tax, the nlore significant is this privilege of tax
deferral.
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I Includes some allowance for excess profits imposed at the rate of 15 percent on profits
in excess of 6 percent of capital plus certain allowable reserves.
; Taking into account the Increase annonnced in the 1961-62 budget message.
6 The Swiss Federal tax rate is 8 percent.
In addition, income taxes arc also imposed
in varying degr£'Qs by the Cantons. However, substantial tax concessions may be
granted by the Cantons. In the Canton of Geneva, for instance, the granting of snch
concessions woulci'result in an aggregate tax rate of 15 percent, or 13 percent. taking into
account the fact that taxes paid in the preceding year arc allowed as a deduction,
Foreign source diyidends are not taxable in Switzerland.
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Belgium

1 Taxes paid in the previous year are deductible in every case, thus lowering the effective tax burden. Assuming lOO-percent distributions each year, this latter adjustmpnt
reduces the 40-percent nominal Belgian tax rate to 28.5 percent.
2 Because of a special deduction measured by a percentage of ca;lit.al stock outstanding
and allowed to all Danish corporations, the rat.e may be reduced as low as 22 percent.
The average rate for most corporatiohs is 36 percent.
3 The German corporate rate of 5] perc£'nt is reduced to approximately 22 percent if
all profits are distributed. This tax plus tho creditable portion of the capital tax
woulll amount to a total combined rate of approximately 37 percent.
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I have here a table showing in the first line of figures the statutory
income tax rates imposed by various industrialized countries in
Europe. It shows a range of rates from 28}~ percent in Belgium to
31 percent in Italy, 51 percent in Germany and 53.5 percent in the
United Kingdom. If one were to take into account variations in the
methods of computing taxable income, the range of effective rates
would be somewhat lower, but similar (-Ldjustments would have to be
made for ·U.S. tax rates, and for -present purposes the statutory rates
would seem to be the appropriate ones to use. As you can see, in
most of these countries, and particularly those countries which are
our more inlportant competitors, the tax rates are substantially at
the same level as the U.S. corporation income tax. Tax deferral with
respect to profits eanied in these countries does not, of course, have
any material effect on U.S.-owned firms. (See table, p. 22.)
.
However, to the extent that business operations are conducted in
countries with lower tax rates, there is considerable leeway for deferring U.S. tax. With a .foreign tax rate of 28H percent, for example,
a company can defer U.S. tax payments equal to 23~~ percent of total
pretax profits. It thus can through deferral retain nearly an extra.
dollar out of every four that it earns.
These statutory rates, however, do not give adequate weight to
the variety of arrangenlents that have been nlade by American finns
in their foreign operations which may bring down rather substantially
the rates of tax imposed on income fronl their foreign operations.
Thus, an Alnerican company operating in vVest Germany through a
German subsidiary will be subject to tax there at the West German
income tax rate of 51 percent, and hence it cannot benefit significantly
from U.S'. tax deferral. However, to the extent that the profits of
the German subsidiary can be diverted from the sweep of the German
tax systeIn, a lower tax on profits can be attained. And this is precisely what is achieved through a proliferation of corporate entities
in tax haven countries, like Switzerland.
The tax haven companies are given the right to license patents
developed by their parent organizations or sister corporations. They
supply the services of technicians of their corporate affiliates to firms
in various other countries. They acquire the distribution rights of
products manufactured by their affiliates. The transfer of these
various activities to tax haven entities means a transfer of income to
them. Since the income taxes in these tax haven countries are very
low or nonexistent with respect to incOllle derived outside their own
borders, the r3sult of these arrangements is to bring about a substantial red1:ction in tax on the total income derived from the foreign
operations. Switzerland, for example, has a Federal income tax
ranging from 3 to 8 percent, While local income taxes vary widely,
there are opportunities for the negotiation of tax liability to the
Cantons. With U.S. tax deferral operating simultaneously, tax payments overall can be and often are very substantiallv reduced.
If $100 of income of a German subsidiary can be segmented so
that $50 is attributed to the entity in Germany and $50 attributed
to a selling entity in Switzerland, half the profit would be subject to
the 51 percent Gernlan tax rate but the other half would be subject to
a Swiss national tax of only 8 percent. The overall rate of tax would
thus be reduced to less than 30 percent. The table I last referred to
shows on the second line the aggregate income tax in cases where
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Illlulufacturing subsidiaries nre organized ill yurious European countries but which efft'ct their sales through It Swiss sales corporation so
thn t taxable profits nrc divided equnlly between the country of
mallllfHctlirc and Swit.zerland. As n consequence of such arrangements, and tnking into account withholding taxes on dividends
tmnsferred from the mnnufacturing COmplll1!Y to the Swiss snles
company, the resulting ttlX rates ntnge from about 22 to 33 percent.
The reductions in tnx that can be achieved through the use of
tax-haven operations n,sswne that the incomes attributed to the taxhaven compnnies nrc fair nnd reasonable. But the problem is compounded by the fact that incomes are often allocated to tax-haven
complUlies which nre not economically justifiable. U.S. companies
frequrntly attribute a disproportionate share of profits to the trading,
licensing, and servicing complUlies established in tax-haven countriesII pnlCtice that is extremely difficult if not impossible for the Internal
Revenue Service to police effectively.
This is not simply a question of allocating the profits o{ foreign
operations to tax haven countries. It is a problem that significantly
affects U.S. taxation of domestic profits. The technique that is used
for diverting profits from one company to another among European
affiliates is also used to divert income from U.S. c.ompanies to foreign
affiliates. Income that would normally be taxable by the United
8tates is thrown into tax haven companies with the object of obtaining
tax deferral. This is done, for example, by placing in a Swiss or
Panamanian corporation the activities of the export division of a
U.S. manufacturing enterprise. A very substantial volume of exports
is required merely to offset the loss in foreign exchange which the
retention abroad of export profits entails.
The recent growth of U.S. subsidiaries in tax haven cowltriesand Sv~ritzerland and Panama are but two examples-suggests that
their inlportance as a means of tax reduction and avoidance will
rapidly increase if the deferral privilege is continued. An examination
of the public records in Switzerland alone indicates that there are
1110re than 500 firn1s there which can be identified as being owned by
U.S. interests. About 170 of these were created in the year ending
~Iarch 31, 1961. U.S. officials on the spot are of the opinion that in
addition to these firms there are a substantial nUlllber of other U.S.owned firms in Switzerland which cannot be readily identified as such
011 the basis of the presently available data. Increasingly, U.S.
manufacturing subsidiaries operating elsewhere in Europe are being
linked to subsidiaries in the tax haven countries. Parenthetically, I
might note that the information returns filed by U.S. shareholders or
officers of foreign corporations indicate that there are only 92 U .S.owned corporations in Switzerland all told. There is little doubt
that these infollllation rcturns are inadequate and incomplete. The
tightened requirements for filing infonnation returns on new foreign
corporations which were adopted by the Congress last year will
doubtless give us more accurate information in the future.
Proposal regarding advanced countries anrl tax haven operations
To avoid l),rtificial encour,lgement to investment in other advanced
cOllntries as COl1~p~l,l'ed with il~vestll1ent in the United States, we propose that AmcncHn corporatIOns be fully taxed each year on their
current share in the undistributed profits realized by subsidiary
corporations organized in economically advanced countries. This
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change in the method of taxation should be achieved over 2 years,
with only half of the profits affected in 1962. Deferral of tax would
also be eliminated for individual shareholders controlling closely held
foreign corporations in the industrialized countries. The proposed
change will not alter the principle that companies may credit income
taxes paid abroad against U.S. inconle tax liability.
In view of the national objective of aiding the development of less
advanced countries, we do not propose the same change in the tax
treatment of income from investments in less developed countries.
Tax deferral will continue to apply with respect to operations in those
areas, except that we propose to eliminate deferral in the case of tax
haven companies even in the less industrialized countries. For this
purpose, a ta.x haven company would be defined generally as one receiving more than 20 percent of its gross profit from sources outside
the country in which it is created.
This test would reach such typical tax haven activities as export
and import conlpanies, licensing companies, and insurance companies.
However, the general test would be qualified so as not to affect manufacturing companies operating in less developed regions which must
look to more than one country for their lnarkets. Other possible
areas of exception may be considered in the light of forthcoming
testimony before this committee.
While it is difficult to estimate quantitatively by how much tax
deferral has contributed to the balance-of-paynlent deficit, it has
surely been a significant factor. Particularly- when it is enhanced
by the resort to tax havens, tax deferral has given artificial encouragement to foreign investment and has acted as a deterrent to the
repatriation of dividend income. Deferral thus adversely affects our
balance-of-payments position by increasing paylllents and reducing
receipts. For the 4 years 1957 through 1960, the U.S. capital outflow
to Western European subsidiaries amounted to $1.7 billion, raising
the total investment in these subsidiaries to $6.2 billion at the end
of 1960. Earnings frOI11 these subsidiaries in the same period were
$2.4 billion, of which $1.1 billion were reinvested abroad and $1.3
billion were remitted to the United States in dividends. On balanre,
the outflow for the 4-year period exceeded dividend remittances by
$400 million. Much the same picture applies to Canada. The
capital outflow in the same 4 years amounted to $1.3 billion,bringing
our investment there to $9.3 billion. Earnings were $2.4 billion,
but $1.3 billion were reinvested and only $1.1 billion were remitted
in dividends. Thus, capital outflow exceeded dividend remittances
by- $200 million.
It is true that deferral causes U.S. assets abroad to rise more rapidly
than they would otherwise, so that dividend remittances would also
tend to rise over a long span of years. But the time span is apt to be
very long. The attached chart shows how the tax deferral privilege
can result in a slower remittance of earnings from investment in a
foreign subsidiary, as compared with a situation in which the deferral
privilege did not exist. Suppose an investnlent of $1,000 in a foreign
subsidiary that yields 20 percent a year before taxes, and that the
foreign tax rate is 20 percent. Suppose also that the subsidiary
reinvests all of its after-tax earnings for 5 years; and then for the
next 15 years reinvests half its profits and remits half its profits to
the United States as dividends.
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CUMULATIVE REMITTANCES TO U.S. FROM
NET EARNINGS OF A U.S. FOREIGN SUBSIDIARY
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lVithout the deferral privilege, as the solid line shows, the company
would immediately begin to relllit funds for U.S. tax paynlents on
its earnings.
lFith the deferral privilege, as the dotted line shows, the company
reinvests the funds it would otherwise have remitted for U.S.' tax
payments and it remits nothing for the first 5 years. The greater
Hmount of reinvestment results in a more rapid growth of its net
worth, and increases its earnings and remittances, once they begin.
Nevertheless, it will be 17 years before cUl11ulative remittances to
the United States eq'ual those that would have occurred if the deferral
privilege had not existed. On the chart this point is reached where
the cUJ:\Tes cross.
Actually, this is an optimistic example since it assumes that with
the deferral privilege the subsidiary will begin reInitting half of its
after-foreign-tax earnings from the sixth )Tear on. In practice, the
existence of the deferral privilege Blay lead it to reillit a considerably
lower portion of its profits and thus prolong further the time when
the t,vo curves cross.
Today our situation is such that we must look first to the 1110re
imnwdiate balance-oI-payments results. Last fnJI, as you know,
our balance-of-payments position led to a crisis which threatened the
stability of the dollar and therefore jeopardized the econOlnic health
of the entire free world. Although returning confidence has given
a temporary reprieve, it is importunt that we act to prevent a recurrence of last fall's situation. vVe must improve our balance-ofpa)'llents position. Eliminating the cleferrnl privilege will help us
to do so.
It ma)T be estimated, although very roughly, that the elimination
of the deferral privilege for ·subsidiaries in advanced countries and
for tax haven opera tiOllS ill ull COUll tries would improve our bnlanccof-payments position by tlS much as $390 11lillion per annUIll. This
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estim.ate includes the increase in remittances for U.S. taxpaYInents
on foreign earnings, as well as increased dividend remittances 'and a
lower level of capital outflow than would occur if the present privilege
! .. ;
.
.
!
were continued.
I have heard it said that elimination of tax deferral such as we
propose will not help QUI' .b alance of paynlents .. Some people even
go so far· as to claim .that .i t will injure ourpaYJ.llents position . . ,In
nlY opinion this view is utterly erroneous. I would cite in support.
of my,op.inion .that of the responsible ~finangiall~aders of Europe ... ' In
mid-January, during the height of our balance-of-paYJ.llents diffiGruties,
the Finance Ministers of the six Common Market countries met and
-discussed the U.-S. balance-of-payments position. They were 'good
enough to give us the general tenor of their.thinking. In. partiquar;
the Ministers informed us of their unanimous belief that the United
States would be justified in disc'Ontillmng the fiscal incentives which
encouraged the nonremittance of profits made in Europe. This viewpoint fronl countries which have an interest in attracting and keeping
U.S. investment is strong confirmation of our own judgment reganUhg
the adverse impact of the deferral privilege on our balance of paYJ.llents.
While relief for the balance of payments is an important reason: for
discontinuing .tax deferral, it is not the only one.. There exists, in
addition, an important issue of equity which has a signjficant bearing
on domestic employment and production, as well as an indirect
be.aring on Ollr balance-of-payments position. With the present
deferral privilege, an American firm contemplating a new investment
and finding cost and market conditions comparable at. home and
abroad is impelled toward the inve.stment opportunity overseas.
This is so because it would thereafter be able to finance 'expansiqn on
the basis of an interest-free loan fro~ the U.S. Treasury, repayable
at the option of the borrower. Tax deferral, after all, is just such a
loan.
This issue of equity is sometimes presented in reverse; namely,
that the withdrawal of the deferral privilege would be unfair because
it w01l1d change the rules ' on which companies have already based
major investment decisions. This argurrient seems to me to be very
·questionable. During the postwar period, the promotion of private
foreign investment in both advanced and less developed countries
,was in the public interest. Times have changed, and the need to
stimulate investment -ill advanced countries no longer exists. Hence,
there can be no proper claim that preferential treatment should be
continued merely to perpetuate a private gain. This change, moreover, cannot severely injure companies already abroad, for a change
in the timing of income tax liability will not normally turn a profit
'into a loss. At most, it may slow the growth of companies abroad or
make the financing of growth somewhat more expensive. To alleviate
possible problems, our proposal would remove the tax deferral privilege
in two steps.
It is sometimes contended that if U.S. firms are to compete successfully abroad they must enjoy as favorable a tax treatInent as their
foreign competitors. I believe that this argument has been overly
stressed. A difference in tax rates, I said before, should not handicap
companies producing abroad, although it may slow the rate of expansion. But even if this argument were fully valid, it could not be a
decisive objection to our proposal. As long as the tax systems of
_' J

l
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various countries differ-and I venture to predict that this will be the
cnse for years to come-we must make a firm choice. Either we tax
the foreign income of U.S. companies at U.S. tax rates and credit
income taxes paid abroad, thereby eliminating the tu,x factor in the
U.S. investor's choice between domestic and foreign investment; or
v.re permit foreign income to be taxed at the rates applicable abroad,
thereby removing the impact, if any, which tax rate differences may
have on the competitive position of the American investor abroad.
Both types of neutrality cannot be achieved at once. I believe that
reasons of tax equity as well as reasons of economic policy clearly
dictate that in the case of investment in other industrialized countries
we should give priority to tax neutrality in the choice between investment here and investment abroad.
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MEMORANDUM OF COMMISSIONER OF INTERNAL REVENUE DATED
JUNE 22, 1961, ADDRESSED TO THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF THE
TREASURY RELATING TO ADMINISTRATIVE DIFFICULTIES AND TAXHAVEN ABUSES
U.S. TREASURY DEPARTMENT,
INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE,

Washington, D.C., June 22, 1961.
Memorandum for: Hon. Stunley S. Surrey, Assistant Secretary.
Subject: Problems in the administration of the revenue laws relating
to the taxation of foreign income.
This is in response to your request for information concerning the
administrative problems of the Service in connection with the taxation
of foreign income.
In recent years the number of foreign corporations owned directly
or indirectly by U.S. shareholders has increased rapidly. It has been
estimated there are probably as many as 20,000 foreign corporations
controlled by U.S. shareholders. In addition, large numbers of
partnerships, trusts, and other businesses have been formed by U.S.
taxpayers.
vYhile many of these entities were organized for real business purposes, some have been organized for the sole purpose of avoiding the
payment of U.S. taxes that would otherwise be due. The tremendous
increase in the number of foreign entities organized has created a
number of administrative problems for the Service. The principal
problems discussed in this 111emorandum relate to:
(1) Identification of taxpayers engaged in foreign operations.
(2) Foreign subsidiaries with little or no business activities.
(3) Allocution of income and expense.
(4) Intercompany loans.
(5) Organization and liquidation of foreign corporations for
purpose of tax ad van tage.
Identification of tal payers engaged in foreign operations
Since 1937, the Service has received infonnation returns (forms 959)
required by section 6046 of the code reporting the organization or
other inforulation with respect to only 2,950 foreign corporations.
Infornlation regarding the organization of thousands of other foreign
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corporat.ions owned by U.S. shareholders has not been filed. This
has been due to (1) foreign . attorneys who organize foreign corporations for U.S. shareholders are not subject to the jurisdiction of the
U.S. laws, and (2) the provisions of section 6046 under which prior
to September 14, 1960, donlestic attorneys were not required to
disclose such information since it constituted privileged communication
between attorney and client.
.
The inforIllation which was received over the years at the time the
corporations were organized is currently of questlonable value. Sonle
of the corporations have been liquidated; the officers, directors, and
shareholders of others have been changed or were originally merely
nominees and the real parties in interest were not identified. The
Identification probleIn cTeated by t.he failure of persons to file informat,ion returns wit.h respect to thousands of foreign corporations and the
outdated information contained in those that were filed is further
aggravated by the fact that foreign corporations do not file information
forms 966, 1096, 1099, and 1099L relating to distributions of dividends
and distributions in liquidations to U.S. shareholders.
Section 6046 was alnended, effective September 14, 1960. This
amendment required U.S. citizens who aTe officers, directors, or shareholders of the foreign corporation to file information returns rather
t.han to have such information 'furnished by the persons who organized
the corporation as was the case prior t.o September 14, 1960. Under
this amendment filing compliance has improved, but the Service is
still not advised of the acquisition or disposition ot stock by a U.S.
shareholder in a foreign corporation where such action occwTeu
more than 60 days after the foreign corporation was organized or
reorganized.
Consequently, where nominees organi7;e a foreign corporation
which is later transferred to the real owner.3 of the enterprise who are
U.S. citizens or residents, there is no record of the new ownership
available to us. There is:. no obligation to file information on transfers of interest in a foreign corporation from one individual to another,
even though such transfers involve all or a controlling share of the
stock in the foreign corporation.
Although information is not required of individuals concerning
their interests in foreign corporations, except when su'c h corporations
are organized, there is a requirement that domestic corporations file
information ap-nually on their interests in foreign corporations. Last
year Congress enacted a new secti<;>n 6038 ot' the Internal Revenue
Code which was effective wit.h respect t.o taxable years . beginning
after December 31, 1960. The regulations under this section require
domestic corporations to file an information report (form 2952) disclosing interests in controlled foreign corporations. It is necessary
to furnish this information' as a condition to obtaining fnll foreign
tax credit. \Vhile much useful "information will be obtained underthe provisions of section 6038, it will be limited t.o those cases in which
the domestic corporation controls more than 50 percent of the st.ock
of the for .:-'ign corporation and, fu.rther, the requirement does not
includf' all foreign subsidiaries. Moreover , if all subsidiaries are
located in count.ries which impose no t.axes that would be credita1}le,
there is no effective civil penalty for failure to file form 2952. This
is because the penalty is only to reduce creditable taxes by 10 percent.
As a result, it is possible some corporations with all subsidiaries in
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tax-hayen countries would not. file the form even though the Service
ll1io'ht assert crimillnl snnctions for such fa.ilure.
1'herefore, even though provision has been lllnde for the filing of
much informatioll regarding foreign corporations, such information is
incomplete and of very limited use becnuse:
(I) ~/rHl1y thousnnds of returns uIlder old sec~ion 6046 have
not. been filed and t,hose filed under the new verSIOn of thnt section nrc of no use if t.here hn,ye been chnnges in the shareholders;
(2) Section 6038 inforlllntion which will not be received until
1962, applies only to corporations with more than 50 percent
ownership, nnd does not include all foreign corporations owned
directly or indirectly by the domestic corporation; nnd
(3) No provision hns been made for submitting information
with respect to unincorporated entities such as partnerships
trusts. and other businesses formed abroad by U.S. taxpayers.
It is obvious that the Internal Revenue Code does not provide the
Service with the source data it really needs to effect.ively develop a
s~und enforcement progrmll in the international area. Because of
the absenee of official information in the past, the Service has had to
rely on colla ternl sonrces of information. These are often fragmentary, unreliable, and difficult to corroborate.
Foreign subsidian~es with little 01' no business activities
~1:nny domestic corporations form foreign subsidiaries in tax-haven
countries solely for the purpose of avoiding U.S. ,incOlne tax liabilities.
In such situations the actual business activities continue to be carried
out by the domestic parent, but bookkeeping entries are made in
such a manner as to indicate that the activities are those of the
subsidiary.
Because of such practices, whenever the Service encounters a situation involying the use of a foreign subsidiary by a domestic taxpayer,
we must first determine whether the foreign corporation has real
substance. Such a determination can only be made by going beyond
the books of account and obtaining information regarding the actual
lllethods of business operations in each case.
If we determine that the foreign subsidiary has no substance, but
is merely a shell, we attempt. to disregard its existence and to tax
its purported earnings to the parent corporation. However, courts
have disregarded the corporate entity only in unusual cases. For
example, they have done so where it was shown that the corporation
was a mere agent for its owners or where the businesses of the separate
entities were so commingled as to constitute a single business enterprise.
It. is the position of the Service that in order for a foreign subsidiary
to be recognized as a separate entity from its parent for tax purposes,
it must be engaged in some industrial, commercial, or other business
activity. Escaping taxation is not such a business activity. Recognizing t}]e foregoing principle, sophisticated taxpayers attempt to
protect the subsidiary'S tax status by arranging for the subsidiaries
to p~rform Illinimal activities.
The line of distinction between a sham operation and a legally
recognizable operation is very narrow. This gives rise to Illany
difficult problems in the discovery and development of factual inforInation especially when the information which the Service needs is
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wi.thin the intimate knowledge and possession of uncooperative shareholders or shareholders who are not residents of the United States.
The following case presented the problem to the Service of deciding
whether or not the foreign corporation was a sham and demonstrates
the practical difficulties we face.
In 1947 a Canadian citizen (owner of a Canadian manufacturing
plant and a U.S. distributi:ng corporation) organized a Panamanian
corporation in conjunction with an American citizen. Prior to 1947
the Canadian manufacturing company sold its product to U.S. customers through the related U.S. corporation or other U.S. corporations.
Mter the formation of the Panamanian corporation, the Canadian
product w'as first sold to the Panamanian corporation which in turn
transferred the product to U.S. customers. Sales prices and title
passage were arranged so as to eliminate virtually all United States
and Canadian income taxes. This was done by setting prices slightly
above cost for sales by the Canadian company to the Panamanian
company which in turn sold at abnormally high prices to the U.S.
corporation. Thus, almost all profits from the sale of the products
were transferred to the Panamanian company. There were no
Panamanian taxes due on these profits since Panamanian taxes are
only imposed when actual business activities are carried on in that
country.
The Service learned from third parties of the activities of the
Panamanian corporation within the United States and a search was
made for a U.S. tax return. No corporate income tax return was
discovered, but a form 959 disclosing the names of the organizers of
the Panamanian corporation was found.
The person who organized the Panamanian corporation informed
the Service that the foreign corporation did not carryon a trade or
business within the United States, that the company had no gross
income from sources within the United States, and that the foreign
entity was not required to file a U.S. tax return.
It was necessary to locate and interview numerous U.S. customers
of the Panamanian corporation to establish that the management, the
employees, the banking and numerous other activities of the foreign
entity were carried on continuously for a number of years within the
United States. On the basis of this information, the Service concluded
that the foreign entity was in fact a resident foreign corporation and
not a mere sham, that it was carrying on a trade or business within the
United States and that a return was due.
The Service was able, with the information obtained, to require the
organizers of the foreign corporation to submit sworn statements
regarding their interests in the foreign corporation. The sworn
statements identified the true owners of the "bearer" shares issued
by the Panamanian corporation an'd established that the management,
control, and operations of the company in the United States was
sufficient to provide the Service with authority to seek the production
of the books and records of the foreign entity. "Bearer" shares are
corporate shares which may be transferred without identification of the
owners. However, the Panamanian corporation refused to supply
the Service with the requested records and it became necessary for the
Service to seek the aid of the courts in the enforcement of a summons
issued for the production of the records.
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After litigation, a court order was issued requiring the foreign entity
to produce its records, thereby providing the Service with sufficient
inform~t.ion and evidence to support a, proposed deficiency in excess of
$4,500,000 in U.s. taxes and penalties. Hmyevcr, it took the Service
2 years from the time the examination was stnrLccl to obtain sufficient
information to mn,ke this decision. During this time, 7 l110nths of
intensive eXaIuination effort was required.
Allocation of income and expense
The provisions of section 482 of the code relating to the allocation
of income and expenses fire applicable to transactions betw"een related
ta,:\.-payers or entities. The transactions between related domestic and
foreign entities cause extreme administn1tive difficulties and these
transactions include all normal business activities connected with the
export of capitt11, goods, and services fronl the United States as well
as the import of capital, goods, and services into the United States.
The most difficult problmll in applying the provisions of code
section 482 in an examination involving foreign entities is that of
obtaining factual and useful infonllation relating to the foreign
operations and activities. This requires a high degree of eooperation
on the part of the domestic taxpayer which is usually not received.
The problenl becOlues 1nore acute if the foreign subsidiary maintains
its records in the foreign country. For instance, S,viss subsidIanes
crea te a pro blmn III 0 bta1nmg 1nforma tIOn. TIllS problem IS magmfied
in Switzerland since that country has verystringerit economic espionage
laws, and in two recent cases domestic corporations have hidden the
operation of the Swiss subsidiary behind the cloak of the Swiss laws.
This applies in countries such as Pt1lUlnla which has recently adopted
banking secrecy laws.
Furthermore, because the ineome of a foreign corporation not doing
business in the United States is not taxable here, the domestic parent
of such a corporation llulinttlined, in n recent case, that our tax laws
do not reach to the foreign operating company and questioned our
right to any inforrnation regarding it. Generally, complete and
acceptable data is obtained only through intensive interrogation and
repetitive questioning of the corporation's tax representative by the
agent. This is a tune-consmning operation and the domestic corporations give the information reluctantly and in piecemeal fashion.
If the earnings of such corporations were made taxable whether or
not repatriated, this attitude would have no substance and would
require disclosure on the part of the parent especinlly in a case where
the foreign corporation is 100 percent owned. Admittedly, if stockholders who are not citizens of the United States should hold a substantial interest, they might still raise this objection. But certainly
if the domestic interests actually control the foreign entity, the
argument still seems to be without substance.
The financiul statements in two recent rases "vere obtained only
after numerous requests by the agent and in one case a smumons was
issued to obtain the stateInents. In another case some verv valuable
correspondence between a Swiss attorney, who is the ~lnanaging
director of the Swiss corporation, and the domestic corporation was
claimed as privileged communication. In both cases the books and
records maintained in Switzerland were not nlade available for our
examination. Both of these c~ses involved large publicly held cor-
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porations. Our liluited knowledge and the reluctance of tflxpayers
to volunteer information regarding foreign activities hinders us in
obtaining Illaterial facts. The questions about the foreign corporation must be specific and narrow requiring only a very simple statement of fact as an answer. The taxpayer's personnel refuse to
'a nswer broad and sweeping questions on the ad vice of counsel since
no "fishing" question will be answered. This restricted questioning
technique leaves nluch to be desired since our agents in the first place
do not have the internal operating knowledge about the corporations
to ask the specific question.
In the examination of a domestic taxpayer involving related
domestic entities, the Service can secure the books and records,
Illinute books, internal audit reports, correspondence files, contract
files, stock transfer books, and other files and related accounting
information maintained by both entities. The parties concerned,
their employees and third parties are available to give testimony and
evidence.
This is true even in the case of the Iuost uncooperative resident
taxpayer since the records and information are available in the
United States and, by use of the sumIllons provisions of the code and
application of good audit techniques, we are able to develop the
information required to conclude our audit.
The situation is just the opposite with respect to related foreign
entities when their records and operations are located outside the
United States. The Service is without authority to apply the provisions of the Internal Revenue Code beyond the borders of the
United States, its territories, and possessions. Both the State
Department and the foreign country nlust approve our sending an
agent to foreign soil. In smne countries with which "we have tax
treaties the foreign tax authorities will cooperate in specific cases to
see that records, information, and evidence are Illade available so
the Service can c01uplete an investigation. However, in other instances local laws prevent the country fr0111 cooperating with us,
whether there is a tax treaty or not, to the extent required by our
investigation. Therefore, with respect to such countries, they normally decline adluission to our agent or admit him but do not assist
in securing the records, information, and evidence necessary to complete the investigation. Without the cooperation of the tax authorities of the foreign country our chances of examining books and
records, securing the cooperation of the officers, employees, and third
parties in developing testimony and adnlissible evidence are Ininimal.
The effectiveness and results of the audit of a donlestic taxpayer with
foreign affiliates, therefore, rests to a large extent upon the cooperativeness of the taxpayer who has a pecuniary interest in the outcome and
is not inclined to volunteer information adverse to his position.
Since we can ordinarily examine only one side of the case when
foreign affiliates are involved, we are severely limited in our chances
of adequately developing all of the facts necessary to prevent diversion of income to a foreign entity. The underlying information and
facts with respect to the relationships, purchases, sales, expensing,
licensing, and other arra.ngements flre matters peculiarly with
the knowledge and control of the domestic taxpayer and its
foreign affiliates. An investigation involving 482 is complex "'hen
only domestics are involved, but when the foreign affiliate enters the
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picture nnd we CHllnoL exnmine the affilin te's records to ascertain the
type nnd sourc'e of its income our problem is mngnified lntlllY tilnes.
] lHieNl, it will be impossible to identify mnny cases of income diversion since there will be no leads or information in the domestic taxpayer's records.
Even when cases have been identified involving transactions between related companies which inyolve questionable pricing practices
and it is clear that section 482 should be invoked, difficulties in applying the section are encounterecl. The most useful, and least troublesome, technique for allocating information between the related
companies is to find transactions involving similar products entered
inio by unrelated firms. Frequently this is not feasible because of
\\ride difi'erentiation in detail of products that serve the same purpose.
In some cases firms have sought to llHLke use of the arm's length
pricing so as to escape any adjustment under section 482. They may
lnake sales in small amounts to unrein ted enterprises at low prices
which could then be used as justification for the 10\,,~ price charged
their foreign affiliate. Sometimes they may purchase products at
high prices to justify high prices paid to their related enterprises
abroad.
The Service has many section 482 examinations in process involving
foreign affiliates, and typical questionable items include:
(1) Pricing of sales and purchases of products.
(2) Pricing of equiplnent transfers.
(3) Allocation of operating expenses.
.
(4) Use of patents, copyright, trademarks, and formula.
(5) Services: Engineering and other professions.
(6) Financing charges.
The examining agent must check into all of the above itenlS and
others when a domestic has foreign affiliates to assure there is no
diversion of income. This is a tinle-consuming process and is becoming worse with the creation of each additional foreign affiliate.
Hundreds of domestic taxpayers have 10 or more foreign affiliates
and one is known to have over 250. As stated earlier, there may be
as many as 20,000 foreign corporations controlled by U.S. shareholders. Proper enforcement of section 482 could involve the time and
effort of most of our revenue agent staff and practically all of our
agents with highest skills if the foreign entity situation continues to
grow.
The development of the facts and evidence to make determination
involving the above items involves the use of initiative, imagination,
discretion, judgnHmt, and the application of expert knowledge and
skills which could be beyond the abilities of the journeyman revenue
agent who is an accountant trained in tax law.
Incidental difficulties in connection with information from foreign
sources are that it frequently is presented in a foreign language and
requires translation, and our agents cnnnot be familiar with the laws
of foreign countries. Accordingly, we cannot be sure that they interpret the infornlation received to assure a. proper determination of
lllrome.
\Ve are assigning onr agen ts wi th the highest skills to these timeconsuming audits, and t.his cnn onl:v result in reducing the total number
of cases to be audited by the Service ill its planned audit program.
It is quite obvious that the Service is compelled to devote endless
man-hours in the application of section 482 in cases involving foreign
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subsidiaries. Upon completion of these time-consuming and laborious
examinations, there still remains an aInount of income the Service
must recognize as income of the foreign corporation. These frequ ently
large amounts are not subject to U.S. tax.
Intercompany loans
Large accumulations of foreign earnings are returned to the United
States by domestic shareholders without incurring liability for tax
on dividends by the device of borrowing from their wholly owned
foreign subsidiaries. Moreover, the domestic shareholders exercise
such a degree of control over the finances of their foreign subsidiaries
that they are able to use such earnings for investnlent and reinvestment
in any foreign country without paylHent of U.S. tax.
That is, the dOlnestic companies direct the operations of the foreign
corporations to such an extent that they can shift earnings fronl one
to another through loans or use the earnings of one to create still
another foreign corporation. Thus, the earnings are treated as income
of the domestic but are not repatriated before doing so. On the other
hand a domestic corporation which does not resort to devices of this
kind but which desires to establish itself in a foreign country or
expand its foreign operations would be required to use taxpaid earnings
for the purpose.
Shareholder and intercoDlpany loans involving foreign corporations
may be divided into two broad categories:
(1) Loans to or frOln the shareholder and controlled foreign
corporations;
(2) Loans between related foreign corporations controlled by
the same shareholder.
Both categories may involve either individual or corporate shareholders and regardless of the nature of the shareholder the problems
are essentially the same. That is,
(1) Ascertaining the existence of a loan;
(2) Establishing the fact that a loan is between related entities;
(3) Establishing a fair rate of interest for use of funds.
Our examinations indicate that loans fron1 controlled foreign corporations to both individual and corporate U.S. taxpayers haye
materially increased during recent years.
The general practice is to employ a foreign base corporation located
in a tax-haven treaty country, such as Switzerland, for purposes of
shareholder and intercompany loans. Typical examples follow:
(1) In a case now under examination the sol e stockholder of a
do~estic corporation which controls 100 percent of a foreign corporation obtained non-interest-bearing loans totaling $2 million from the
foreign corporation over a period of 3 years. The transactions are
not recorded on the books of the domestic corporation and the sole
stockholder does not maintain a set of books.
The tax savings of this arrangement to the domestic corpora tion
exceeds $1 million (subject to any foreign tax credit) due to its failure
to report a dividend from the foreign corporat ion.
The tax savings to the sole stockholder would depend U pOll bis
other income and the earned surplus of the domestic corporation available for dividends but could approximate $450,000 for each of the
3 years.
In our audit of the returns of the stockholder and the domestic
corporation, our problem is to ascertain the existence of the loan.
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The stockholder has no books and the transaction is not reflected on
the books of the domestic corporation. Our success in locating the
trnnsaction, therefore, depends upon the agent observing that the
illdividual stockholder hns large llllftc('ounted for resources available
or secllring lending information from the foreign corporation's records
or detailed financial statements of the foreign corporation. The
ret.urns of the stockholder and the domestic corporation did not
rcfiect any eyidence of this arrangement, and they were not initially
selected for examination. However, because of information received
from other sources, they were later assigned for examination.
(2) A domestic corporation arranges to borrow $1 Inillion from its
100 percent controlled Swiss subsidiary with interest at 6 percent.
The Swiss corporation remits the proceeds of the loan to the parent
through an established Swiss bank which is also designated to collect
the interest and principal paYInents on t.he loan. The parent records
the loan on its books as payable to the Swiss bank and makes annual
interest payments of $60,000 to the bank which are claimed as deductions on the parent's return. The tax savings to the domestic corporation from this arrangement would be $31,200. The withholding
tax on the interest paid to the Swiss corporation would be $3,000.
The potential tax deficiency against the corporation is $520,000 subject to offset b~r any foreign tax credit and disallowance of the current
tax saving for interest paid. This tax deficiency arises as a result of
establishing that the loan was in fnct the payment of a constructive
dividend.
In the audit of this return the difficulty is ascertainipg that the
loan is from a controlled Swiss corporation, instead of the Swiss bank.
The only way the Service could detect this transaction or ascertain
that the loan is from a controlled Swiss corporation would be to audit
the Swiss corporation's books or obtain detailed financial st'atements
which might disclose the parent's name. This fact cannot be ascertained by contact with the Swiss bank because the Swiss secrecy laws
do not pel'luit banks to disclose principals in such transactions.
These examples dearly demonstrate the difficulties created by the
Service having access only to the books and records of one party to
foreign transactions. They also demonstrate the means by which
foreign earnings may be used by domestic shareholders without subjecting them to U.S. taxation.
Organ?~zation

and liquidation of foreign corporation for purpose of tax
advantage

Income diverted to tax-haven subsidiaries by the nlethods described
auove is often brought back to the United States by the domestic
parent by liquidation of these subsidiaries. The domestic, parent
through its complete control of the subsidiary can cause its liquidation
at such time and manner to obta.in maximum tax advantages. The
highest applicable rate ill such sit.uations is 2.5 percent, t.he capital
gnins nttc, and in some cases the payment of any taxes upon the
pl'o('eeds of the liquidation ma:v be indefinitely postponed.
The liquidation provisions of t.he coele are parLicularly attractive
to companies organized in tax havens to ca,rr~~ ont relatively shorttorm projects. Such companies ean accumulate their earnings virtually untaxed, then distribute thenl to the domestic parent upon
liquicbtion.
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Not satisfied 'with these benefits, SOlne don1estic companies artificially inflate the earnings of the subsidiary. To the extent they are
successful in doing so, such amounts escape ordinary tax rates and
are returned at no n10re than the capital gains rates.
In a recent case, a corporation was fonned to construct a housing
project. Although the U.S. shareholders perfornled all the required
architectural and engineering services, they received no compensation
from the foreign corporation. As soon as the project was completed,
the foreign corporation liquidated, and approximately half a n1illion
dollars was distributed to the U.S. taxpayers as liquidation dividends
subject to the capital gains rates. A substantial portion of the foreign
corporation's profits was attributable to the services perfonned by the
U.S. taxpayers. Therefore, to the extent of the value of their services,
ordinary income was c01!verted to capital gains.
Conclusion
We are clearly handicapped in our administration by the failure of
the law to require disclosure of the interests of U.S. citizens in certain
types of foreign activity. Moreover, the discovery of information
regarding the activities of foreign entities is hampered by the domestic
taxpayer's resistance on the ground that disclosures are not required
in connection with the detern1ination of their tax liabilities. This is
especially true where foreign subsidiaries have little or no business
activity and in cases involving allocation of income and expense uncleI'
section 482.
Also, the limitations on our audit capacity do not pennit the exanlination of all cases where international activities are carried on with
the result that many cases escape detection. This is aggravated by
the necessity to employ our agents with the highest skills on these
very difficult and time-consuming examinations. Absent voluntary
and full cooperation by domestic taxpayers in Inaking full disclosure
of foreign activities, the Service will continue to be handicapped in
this foreign aspect of enforcenlent under present law.
MORTIMER W. CAPLIN, Commissioner.
PRINCIPAL PATTERNS OF AVOIDANCE BY U.S. CORPORATE TAXPAYERS
IN FOREIGN TAX HAVEN ACTIVITIES
1. DESCRIPTION AND SCOPE OF ANALYSIS

Basically this analysis was Inade from. a review of approximately
135 ease reports describing various types of foreign activities used to

avoid U.S. incon1e taxes. While some of the reported cases have been
closed, the vast majority are still in process.
From an income tax audit standpoint the raising of issues in connection with foreign activities is just beginning to emerge. Our
source mat.erial is therefore quite limited and cannot be considered
as a firm base for projecting the overall pictul'e. Nevertheless, the
relatively small nU1l1ber of case reports does illustrate the type of
operations which are becoming more and more prevalent.
One other factor which should be noted is that the reports deal
almost exclusively with situations in which the foreign entity is a
subsidiary of a domestic company. While we believe that individuals
have fonned foreign companies or otherwise arranged to take advan-
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tage of the tax haven situation, we do not have factual information in
suflicicn t quantity to outline the pn tterns of these activities.
II. CATEGORIES OF TAX AVOIDANCE DEVICES

A. Cases in which income is diverted to a joreign subsidiary which
engages in no real activity abroad
These cases involve the establislnnent of one or 1110re subsidiaries
in tax haven countries for the ostensible purpose of engaging in
foreign business activities. Typical of these situations is the establishment of foreign corporations to buy raw mateTials abroad to sell
solely to its dOInestic p~Hent or to sell the parent's products abroad.
In these cases the subsidiaries are shell corporations witb legal existence but do not perform any real economic function. Often they do
not have any operating employees nor any physical assets. The
parent company's operations remain the same in substance with the
employees of the parent perfor111ing all the necessary functions of the
tax baven subsidiary. However, the books of the foreign subsidiary
are kept in such a Inanner to create the illusion that it is actually
engaged in business operations ..
There are lnany variations of the situations described above. One
of the most common is the establishment of a tax haven subsidiary to
take over income producing intangible assets such as patent rights and
secret processes. These valuable assets are transferred from the
parent to the subsidiary for only nominal consid~ration although they
may have been developed by the parent by substantial tax deductible
research expenditures. The subsidiary then relicenses these rights
to other foreign corporations. In the cases described in this section
all activities in connection with the sale of the licensing rights are
conducted by the parent's employees and by the use of its facilities.
The result of the arrangements described above and the numerous
variations, which are limited only by the imagination of the taxpayers
involved, is the diversion of income from the U.S. parent company to
the entire extent of the subsidiary's profits.
B. Cases in which foreign subsidiaries are organized to carryon the same
type oj business activity previously conducted by the domestic parent
1. Intercompany transactions conducted in the same jashion as with
unrelated companies.-Through a change in legal form a domestic
company can achieve a 111aterial reduction of its income subject to
U.S. income taxes. This is accomplished by forming a tax haven
company which then carries on the foreign activities of the U.S.
parent. Foreign branches or agencies, whose income was formerly
ineludible in the inconle of the parent, continue to operate as in the
past, but are placed under the jurisdiction of the tax haven company.
In some cases business functions of the parent are duplicated by the
foreign subsidiary. Thus, there are t,,,o selling and buying organizations, one engaging in domestic business and the other in foreign
business ,,,ith respect to the same products. Under present law the
profits of the foreign subsidiary are not subject to U.S. income taxes
unless the subsidiary's income is repatriated, that is, brought back
into the United States. Even when repatriation of the earnings
occurs, it is often arranged in such a manner that the tax impact on
the earnings of the subsidiary is less than if it were taxed in the year
earned.
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2. Diversion oj income through improper pricing arrangements.-In
many instances, questionable intercompany pricing and expense
allocation practices result in the foreign c01npany's receiving a greater
portion of the income than it actually earned. This is the most
prevalent abuse, because of the simplicity of its arrangelnent. A
parent may buy from or sell to its wholly owned foreign subsidiaries
at prices which will result in the lowest ppssible tax liability to the
affiliated group. Since the U.S. tax rate is substantially higher than
that in the tax haven countries, profits are artificially shifted abroad.
In many cases the domestic parent sells to its foreign subsidiaries at ·
prices lower than the fair 11larket value, or purchases £1'0111 them at,
inflated p.rices. In extreme cases sj,les are made to the tax haven
subsidiary below actual cost to the parent. As a result, the foreign ;
subsidiary has abnormally high profits and the parent company's
profi ts decline accordingly.
Conversely, in some cases the parent ,buys products from its subsidiaries at excessive prices, and the result is the. same as that described above.
3. Diversion through transJer oj valuable income-producing assets.Frequently the domestic parent transfers valuable income-producing
assets to its tax haven subsidiaries. These situations are distinguished
from the situations described in II A above, since the assets are in
reality transferred and ' the subsidiary engages in actual business
operations. The most common assets transferred are licensing rights.
Also, investInents in foreign subsidiaries are transferred to tax haven
holding conlpanies. The income these assets produced for the
parent in past years is thus shifted to the tax haven subsidiary.
4. Diversion oj income through improper expens'ing.-While the
foreign subsidiaries in this category engage in real activity, they often
receive managerial and teehnical advice and other services from their
domestic parents at no cost or at less than a fair charge. This lnisallocation results in an increase in a subsidinry's net earning and a
corresponding reduction of its parent's taxable income.
C. Cases in which financial arrangements are made to place iu,nds of
foreign ~ubsidiaries at the disposal oj the domestic parent without
being subjected to U.S. income taxes
In some cases the profits acculnulated by the foreign affiliates are
loaned to the domestic parent at no interest or at low-interest rates.
In this way the parent obtains the use of the affiliates' earnings
without incurring U.S. income taxes on repatriating these funds.
In other cases the domestic parent corporation makes loans to its
tax haven subsidiaries without charging interest on the money
borrowed to lend to the subsidiary. In either event, the net effect
is a reduction of the taxes paid to the United States.
D. Miscellaneous
1. Foreign mutual Junds.-Such funds are organized in foreign
countries upon payment of a small annual fee. The books and
records and assets, etc., of the fund are kept in the United States.
The fund invests in foreign securities and as planned pays no cash
dividends to the U.S. shareholders. Thus, their investment grows
untaxed and the increment can be obtained when desired at capital
gain rates. Alternatively, the fund will invest in U.S. securities
and be subject to only the statutory or treaty rate of withholding OIl
dividends.
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2. Transpol'tation.- U.S. taxpayers place their ships nnd aircraft
under foreign registry in tax hnven count.ries and t.he ineome derived
from the operat.ion of such ships and aircraft is not subject to U.S.
taxes.
3. Re1:nourance.-This is a comparatively new avoidance device
primarily involving life insurance which installment buyers are
required to purchase to ins\lre payment of their obligations. In these
cases insurance is placed by a domestic loan company with an unrelated
domestic insurance company. The latter has agreed to reinsure the
policy with a tax haven company controlled by the stockholders of the
loan company. In this way most of the underwriting profits are
siphoned off to the tax haven company to avoid payment of U.S.
income taxes.
ApPENDIX D
LETTER FROM UNDER SECRETARY OF COMMERCE ADDRESSED TO
CHAIRMAN, COMMITTEE ON vV AYS AND MEANS, RELATING TO
I!\IPORTS AND EXPORTS OF FOREIGN SUBSIDIARIES
THE UNDER SECRETARY OF COMMERCE,
Washington, D.C., June 22, 1961.
Hon. WILBUR D. MILLS,
Chairman, Committee on Ways and Means,
House oj Representatives, Washington, D.C.
DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: In the course of my testimony before the
House Ways and 11:eans Committee on May 5, 1961, on the subject
of proposed revisions of the method of taxing U.S. firms on the
income of their foreign subsidiaries, your committee requested statistics on three matters: (1) exports from the United States to
foreign subsidiary companies i (2) imports to the United States from
foreign subsidiary companies; (3) financing provided by subsidiaries
in developed countries to subsidiaries in underdeveloped countries.
Since there was no up-to-date information on these points, our
Office of Business Economics undertook a special survey, the results
of which are summarized below. Questionnaires were sent to 200
representative U.S. manufacturing companies with plants and other
facilities abroad. Usable responses were received from 155 companies,
whose foreign investment, in the aggregate, accounts for at least 80
percent of all U.S. manufacturing investments abroad.
(1) Exports from the United States to foreign subsidiary companies
Companies covered in the survey reported that their luanufacturing
subsidiaries abroad purchased $1.6 billion of goods from the United
States in 1960, and $1.4 billion in 1959. In addition, foreign trading
subsidiaries purchased $0.6 billion of U.S. goods in 1960 and $0.4
billion in 1959. Further exports from the United States were effected
by the foreign subsidiaries on a commission basis, amounting to over
$0.4 billion in 1960 and over $0.3 billion in 1959.
These figures are given in table 1, showing the areas to which shipments were made. This table also provides a comparison of these
exports with total exports from the United States, and with an adjusted
export total from which certain items, mainly foodstuffs, raw materials,
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and civilian aircraft, have been eliminated, since they are not likely
to have any counterpart in the exports to this group of subsidiaries.
Exports to the foreign subsidiaries are understated to the extent
there are certain companies not included, all industries are not covered,
and some respondents stated they could only give figures for their
own shipments to the foreign subsidiaries, so that other purchases here
were left out. On the other hand, there could be some overstatement
to the extent there were intercompany sales abroad, although efforts
were made to reduce this possibility.
In the aggregate, it appears that in 1960 roughly one-fifth of the
adjusted export total was associated with the foreign subsidiaries of
these manufacturing firms. These subsidiaries a.lso shared substantially in the rise in exports to Europe in 1960, as economic activity in
that area continued upward.
A comparison of the data supplied in this special survey with data
collected from other sources, indicates that, in the aggregate, goods
purchased in the United States amount to roughly 20 percent of the
total materials used by the foreign subsidiaries in their manufacturing
operations abroad. The proportion is higher than average in Latin
America and Canada, roughly 50 percent and 25 percent, respectively,
and probably less than 10 percent in Europe.
The manufacturing subsidiaries abroad reported imports of $129
million of capital equipment from the United States in 1960, compared with about half that much in 1959. Canada and Europe each
accounted for about one-third of the 1960 total. A number of report.ers were not able to segregate exports of capital equipment from
other exports, so that the total for equipment is comparatively
incomplete.
TVe believe these results indicate that the foreign subsidiaries do provide
an important channel for U.S. exports, both for their own use in produc1~ng goods abroad for resale, and as an aid in developing sales from the
United States to other consumers abroad. The increase in export to
manufacturing subsidiaries fron1 1959 to 1960 was not more, however,
than in total comparable exports. This applies to all areas together,
as well as to Europe. Exports to trading subsidiaries abroad seem
to have increased somewhat faster than total exports.
It must be realized, however, that the net effect of the establishment of these foreign subsidiaries on our export trade can not be
actually measured, since it is not possible to know how our export
trade would have developed in the absence of these subsidiaries.
It may well be that these exports are not additional to the U.S. total
because a foreign company rather than a subsidiary might have
pm'chased the same goods from the United States.
(2) Imports to the United States from foreign subsidiary companies
The companies covered in the special survey reported exports from
their foreign subsidiaries to the United States totaling nearly $500
million in 1960, down from about $600 million in 1959. Cert.ain of
t.hese imports are relatively crude materials, such as paper and pulp
from Canada or meat products from Latin America and Australia.
If these are eliminated, total imports are reduced to about $300
million in 1960. These figures are shown in table 2.
~Ianufacturing subsidiaries abroad shipped about $200 million of
goods to the United States in 1960, after the eliminations noted above.
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The largest amount came from Canada; less than $100 million came
from Europe. The major change fronl 1959 to 1960 was the sharp
decline of import.s from EUl'ope, resulting from lower automobile·
shipments. Automobiles and parts make up more than half of the
reported imports from European manufactw'ing subsidiaries.
Although the coverage of imports in the special survey is less
complete than the amounts report.ed for 1957 in the comprehensive·
census, U.S. Business Investments in Foreign Countries, the data
for Europe indicate th at there has not been a significant change in
shipments from European manufacturing subsidiaries in the 1957-60'
period.
(3) Financing provided by subsidiaries in det'eloped countries to subsidiaries in underdeveloped countries.
C01npanies who were able to supply data on the flow of capital bet,,'een their foreign subsidiaries reported a total flow of $118 rnillion
in 1960, up fronl $70 m.illion in 1959. These flows consisted of longtel'lll capital investments plus changes in advances and other working
capital supplied in the year to subsidiaries in all areas of the world,.
both developed alld underdeveloped.
•
The flow fr0111 European subsidiaries to subsidiaries in Latin
A.Illerica n,nd other underdeveloped areas was about $25 Inillion in
1960, I11ainly originating in Swiss subsidiaries. In addition, Canadian
subsidiaries provided about $10 lllillion to subsidiaries in less developed
countries. The 1960 flow fronl Europe was $3 nlillion higher than
the 1959 equivalent.
Flows within some of the areas were subst.antial. For instance,
there was a flow of $32 million in 1960 from subsidiaries in some European countries. to subsidiaries in other European countries. In Lat.in
America about $21 million passed through Panamanian subsidiaries to
operating subsidiaries in other Latin American countries.
It is difficult to flppraise the significance of these figures, since they
cover only subsidiaries of manufacturing companies, and often involve
intricate corporate structures. However, the total estin1ated directinvestment capital outflow fr01n the United States to manufacturing
affiliates in the underdeveloped countries in 1959 was only $77 nlillion,
and $63 million of this was to Latin Anlerica. By comparison, therefore, the transfers of funds aIuong the foreign subsidiaries appear to
be a sizable portion of total financing.
Additional data were collected in this survev on the amounts of
royalties, license fees, technical and engineering fees, management
fees, and other service fees paid back to the United States from the
foreign subsidin,ries. The total for 1960 was $165 luillion, of which
$148 million caIne directly fronl the manufacturing subsidiaries. An
additional $25 milhon was reported as pmd to the UnIted States as
fees and payments for service on business developed abroad by the·
foreign subsidiaries. This amount was derived almost entirely from
trading subsidiaries.
Of the $165 nlillion mentioned above, over $70 million came from
E7.lrope, and $40 millionfrorn Canada.
In summary, the results of this survey show that a considerable
share of U.S. exports is channeled through, or developed by, the
foreign subsidiaries of U.S. manufacturing firms; exports to manufacturing subsidiaries developed from 1059 to 1960 in about the same·
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proportion as comparable total exports, while exports through trading
.subsidiaries showed a sharp rise; the foreign subsidiaries supply a
rather small share of total U.S. imports of manufactured goods; the
subsidiaries pay each year a substantial alnount of royalties and fees
to the United States; and transfers of funds from developed to less
developed countries, although not of great magnitude, appear to
.account for a sizable part of the overall investment by U.S. companies
in manufacturing in the less developed countries.
It should be emphasized that these data are not intended to cover
.all the effects of the subsidiaries' operations. In particular, figures
are not given for dividends, interest, or branch profits received,
reinveste~ earnings, or capital outflows from the United States,
since these data are regularly collected and published as aggregates
for all U.S. companies investing abroad.
It nlust also be understood that we have no way of determining
what effect the withdrawal or the continuance of the tax deferral
privilege would have on the above figures whether relative to flow
.of exports or investment funds.
Sincerely yours,
EDWARD GUDEMAN,

Under Secretary of Commerce.
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1960

170

I

82

13

15

736
55
1

793

2,838

(I)

43
43
3
20
337
50
11

1

75

141

15

94

176

204
8

57
1

301

513

2,771

18

11

39
12
188
15
31

10

32

3, 515

732

790

2,761

(I)

38
49
4
46
298
66
41

3, 699

1959

1

100

I

21

113

5

4

171

174
96

275

2,023

947
141
233
2i7
202
327
21
49
36
64

4,320

1959

334
257

594

2,740

355
27
11
2;
15
175
16
50
15
24

3,455

1960

I

26

203

265
240
3

509

3,126

841
150
270
323
478
330
84
375
40
78

G.0\;5

1960

I Western Europe

1

(I)

15

55

217
27

244

2,429

Ii

7;3
82
139
122
218
247
116
f\8
63

4,274

1959

1

<I)

30

57

46

:?93

339

2. ~80

1,102
105
155
122
449
305
139
85
;4
20

5, S36

1900

Other countries
and unallocatcd

1,572
597
14

9

1,795
876

1

746
59

'8

395
286

434

328
4

195
188
5

3

4li

291

(I)

232
6;

Source: U.S. Department of Commerce, Office of Business Economics.
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1
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1431

447

599
9

1,625

2,232

11,607

320
485
476
988
1,108
305
551
129
197

3. 728

1960

Latin American
Republics

==========
2,619
301
321
388

18, 785

1959

Canada

- - - - - - - - - - - - ---- - - - - - - - - - - --

NOTE.-Tbe data for foreign subsidiaries cover only those included in special survey.
Detail may not add to totals due to rounding.

1

Manufacturing s'J.bsidiaries __________________________________________ _
Trading subsidiaries _________________________________________________ _
Other subsidiaries ______________ . ____________________________________ _

Total exports to, or developed by, foreign subsidiaries_

Manufacturing subsidiaries __________________________________________ _
Trading subsid iaries _________________________________________________ _
Other sllbsidiaries ___________________________________________________ _

359

Exports dcyeloped by foreign subsidiaries on a commission basis _________ _

14

1,824
1,429
381

Manufacturing subsidiaries __________________________________________ _
Trading subsidiaries _________________________________________________ _
Other subsidiaries ___________________________________________________ _

10,061

181

no

2,409
298
425
441
452
1,099
202
159

Exports from the United Statcs to foreign subsidiaries, totaL ____________ _

Adjusted exports __________________________________________________ _

Less: Foodstuffs and beverages __________________________________________ _
Animals and products, inedible ______________________________________ _
Oilseeds and crude vegetable oils ____________________________________ _
Tobacco and manufactures __________________________________________ _
Cotton unmanufactured _____________________________________________ _
Nonmetallic minerals ________________________________________________ _
Iron and steelmaking raw materials, cbiefty scrap ____________________ _
Civilian aircraft. ____________________________________________________ _
Relief shipments ____________________________________________________ _
Reexports ____________ _______________________________________________ _

15,H37

1959

Total

[In millions of dollars)

1.-U.S. exports, t()tal and selected commodities, by area, related to exports to, or developed by, foreign subsidiary ('ompanies, 1959 and 1960

Total, exports, excluding "special category"
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TABLE

2.-Imports into the United States from foreign subsidiary companies,
1959 and 1.960
(In millions of dollars)

Total

1959

Canada

1960

1959

1960

Latin
American
Republics

1959

1960

Other
countries
and unallocated

Western
Europe

1959

1960

1959

1960

--------------1--·1-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Total imports from U.S. subsidiaries
abroad_______________________________

592

475

226

243

73

71

Includes paper, pulp, and foodstuffs_____________________________
Other imports_ _ _ _ _ _______________

170
422

166
309

107
119

119
124

25
48

Imports from manufacturing subsidiaries_________________________________

498

379

219

236

Includes paper, pulp, and foodstuffs_____________________________
Other imports_ ____________________

170
328

166
213

107
112

Imports from trading and other subsidiaries______________________________

94

96

7

119
117

96

81

65

16 ______ ______
55
212
96

38
43

31
34

31

20

40

33

25

16 ______ ______
38
4208902

31
2

51

32

6
42

212

208

NOTE.-The data for foreign subsidiaries cover only those included in special survey.
Source: U.S. Department of Commerce, Office of Business Economics.
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6
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ApPENDIX
TABLE

E

I

Number of foreign subsidiaries organized in 1960 and 1961 based on information
returns (form 959)
~umber

of
companies
reporting

Country

1 ___________________________ _

1. Antigua, West Indies: Rcal estate ___________ _
2. Algeria: OiL ______ __________________________ _
.3. Argentina:
Sales ____________________________________ _
111 anufacturing __________________________ _
OiL __ ___________________________________ _
Engineering _____________________________ _
unknown _______________________________ _

TotaL _________________________________ _

Other years

1961

1960

1

----------3-

1 _______________ _
1 _______________ _

3
2
2
12

'4. Australia:
Finance _________________________________ _
OiL ___________________________ _________ _
M anufacturing __________________________ _
In vestment____ __ ___ ___ __ __________ ___ ____

10

2 _______________ _

1 _______________ _

~

_____ .,_.____ _

1 _______________ _

1 _______________ _

~~;~i~ =============================== 1----------,1--------1---------1----------i ----------2- =:::==:::::::==:

TotaL__________________________________
5. Austria: Bowling_____________________________
6. Bahamas:

10
1

1========1======:1=======1========

Manufacturing __________________________ _
Insurance _______________________________ _
Reinsurance _____________________________ _
sales ____________________________________ _
Real estate ______________________________ _
Trade ___________________________________ _

~f~;!~~i~o-~:===::::=:::::::::::==:::====

Equipment renting______________________ _
OiL _____________________________________ _
Circus ___________________________________ _
Leasing __________________________________ _
Banking _________________________________ _
Export __________________________________ _
In vestmenL _____________________________ _
Trust ____________________________________ _
Patents __________________________________ _
Publisher ________________________________ _
Mining __________________________________ _
Yacht club ______________________________ _
Agent- __________________________________ _
UnknO\vn _______________________________ _

TotaL _________________________________ _
7. Belgium:

5 _______________ _

2
10
2

~ :::::::::::: --a--ii959)----2

3
4
4
5
2
2
1
1 ____________
1
1 ____________
1 ____________
1 ____________
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
2
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
____________
1
12

55

1 _______________ _
____________ 1 (1959)
1 _______________ _

____________ 1 (1959)
1 _______________ _
1 _______________ _
___________________________ _
1 _______________ _
___________________________ _
1 _______________ _
1 _______________ _
___________________________ _
___________________________ _
___________________________ _
___________________________ _
____________ 1 (1958)
11 (1955)
5
3
(1958)
{ 2 (1959)

35

10

10

1====1===:1====1=====

M anufacturing __________________________ _
sales ____________________________________ _
OiL _____________________________________ _
Shoe service _____________________________ _
TotaL _________________________________ _

4
3

____________ 1 (1959)
1 _______________ _

21 ____________ -----------10

-----(i95if----2

6

.8. Bermuda:
1====1:= =====:1=====1========
Insurance _______________________________ _
1
Reinsurance _____________________________ _
1
Sales ___ _________________________________ _
1
In vestmenL _____________________________ _
2
--i--(i959)-----Shipping __ ______________________________ _
3 ____________
2 (1959)
Unknown _______________________________ _

:========:==

3

TotaL _________________________________ _

11

1 (1957)
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Number otforeign subsidia.ries organized in 1960 and 1961 'based on 'information
returns (form 959)-Continued
Number of
companies
reporting

Country

9. Brazil:
Import __________________________________ _
Manufacturing. _________________________ _
Construction ____________________________ _
sales _______________________ ____________ _

1960

Other years

1961 '

____________
1 _______________ _
2 __________________________ .1 ___________________________ _
____________
1 _______________ _
____________
1 _______________ _
1 _______________ _

~

~n~:e~~~~:~~~===================:=====

Unknown _______________________________ _
1
1 (1954)
TotaL ________________________________ _1----------1---------1---------1----------141 ___________8_
10. British Honduras: Manufacturing ___________ _
11. British West Indies: Real estate __ . __________ _
1

1=========1=======:1========1==========

12. Canada:
Drilling _________________________________ _
Manufacturing __________________________ _
Trade. __________________________________ _
Timber __________________________________ _
Oil .. ____________________________________ _

1
10

3
2
3

~~~~====:========:=:==:==:::=::=:===:

Petroleum _______________________________ _
Service. _________________________________ _
Engin.eering. ____________________________ _
construction ____________________________ _
MineraL ________________________________ _
Investment ______________________________ _
Flowers _________________________________ _
Finance _________________________________ _
Printing __________ .• _____________________ _
Building ________________________________ _
Advertising _____________________________ _
Gymnasium system _____________________ _
Import and export. ______________________ _
Sales ____________________________________ _
Unknown _______________________________ _
TotaL _________________________________ _
13. Chile: Oil ___________________________________ _

2
2
1

3
1
1
1
.

2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

____________
9
3
1
1
1
2
____________
1
1
1
____________
2

1 _______________ _
____________ 1 (1959)
1 _______________ _
2 ________________ :
____________ 1 (1959)

1 _________.______ _
2 _______________ _
___________________________ _
______________ '-____________ _
1 _______________ _
- __________________________ _

1
1
1
1
1
1

8
10 -

57
1

351 ___________________________
13
_

1=========1========1=======11==========

14. Oolombia:

Manufacturing. _________________________ _
Insurance _______________________________ _
Sales ____________________________________ _
Unknown. ______________________________ _

5
2 _______________ _
1 ____________
1 _______________ _
1 ____________ ____________ 1 (1955)
2
2 ___________________________ _

.
_ TotaL _________________________________ _I----------I---------I---------I----~-----5
31. _______________
1
15. Denmark: Sales _____________________________ _
_

1=========1:=======:1=========1=========
1 ____________________ : ______ _

16. Ecuador: Manufacturing ____________________ _
17. EI Salvador: OiL ___________________________ _
18. Finland: Manufacturing ____________________ _

1 ___________________________ _
____________
1 _______________ _

1==========1=======1=======1==========

19. France:.
. _____________________________ _
EnglIleermg
1 .
Manufacturing __________________________ _
12
4 _______________ _
Sales ___________________ ._________________ _
.5
4 _______________ _
Trade. __________________________________ _
3 ____________
3 ___ ___________ _
Construction ____________________________ _
2
1
1 _______________ _
1
1 ___________________________ _
Investment ______________________________ _
Shoe repair ______________________________ _
1 ____________ ____________ 1 (1958)
Publishing ______________________________ _
1 ____________
1 _______________ _
Unknown _______________________________ _
3
2 ____________ 1 (unknown),
TotaL _________________________________ _1----------1---------1---------11-----------~

29

14

13

20. Germany:
1=========1=======:1======1:========
1
1 ___________________________ _
Shipping ________________________________ _
2 _______________ _
Manufacturing __________________________ _
10
8
Insurance _______________________________ _
1
1
Service __________________________________ _
2
2
Construction ____________________________ _
2
2
Sales ____________________________________ _
1 _______________ _
3
Trade ___________________________________ _
1
12 ___________________________ _
1 _______________________ _
Shoe repaIr ______________________________ _
1 (1959)
Unknown _______________________________ _
1

TotaL _________________________________ _

22

18

48
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Number of foreign subsidiaries organized in 1960 and 1961 based on information
returns Uorm 959)-Continued
Number of
companies
reporting

Country

Other years

1961

1960

1 ___________________________ _

21. Ghana: Unknown ___________________________ _

1========1:======:1=======1========1

22. Holland:
Trade ___________________________________ _
Finance _________________________________ _
Manufacturing __________________________ _
Shoe repair ______________________________ _

____________
1 _______________ _
1 ___________________________ _
1 ___________________________ _
____________ ____________ 1 (1959)

TotaL _________________________________ _1---------·1--------1---------1----------I========I:======:I=======I=======~

23. Hon!!!
Kong:
____________________________ _
Constructlon
Trad~L

__________________________________ _

Manufacturing __________________________ _

1
2
1

1 ___________________________ _

2
1

TotaL_ _______________________________ _1----------1---------1---------1-----------1
24. India: Manufacturing _______________________ _
25. Ireland: Manufacturing _____________________ _
____________ ----------i26r Israel: HoteL _______________________________ _
~

===============:

27. Italy:

1========1:======:1=======1========
2 _______________ _

Sales ____________________________________ _
~~~~=~~~============:=======:====:
Finance _________________________________ _
Trade ___________________________________ _
Real estate ______________________________ _

----------i-

=======:=======:

t~;~~===========:===================
Total __________________________________ _1----------1---------11---------1-----------17

14

1========1======:1======1========

28. Jamales:
Manufacturing __________________________ _
Trade ___________________________________ _

Total _______________ '- __________________ _1----------1---------1---------1-----------

1========1=======:1=======1'==========

29. Japan:
Sales ____________________________________ _
Manufacturing __________________________ _
Chemicals _______________________________ _
service __________________________________ _
Advertising _____________________________ _

1 ____________ _
1 _______________ _
10
8
2 _______________ _
1
1 ___________________________ _
1 ____________
1 ___ :. ___________ _
1

Total __________________ ~ ________________ I-------14-1------10-1--------4-1-___-___-_-_~-_-___-___
30. Liberia:
Construction ____________________________ _
Shipping ________________________________ _
Finance _________________________________ _
service __________________________________ _
TotaL _________________________________ _

2
---------------------------_
1 _______________
.21 ___________ _
1 _______________ _
1 _______________ _
1

6

3

31. Liechtenstein:
1====1======1======1=========
1 ____________
1 _______________ _
Sales ____________________________________ _
2
2 ___________________________ _
Insurance _______________________________ _
Reinsurance _____________________________ _
2
1 ____________ 1 (1959)

~:~~:~~~~==::::::=::=:::::::::::::::
Construction ____________________________ _

2
1 ____________ 1 (1958)
1 ____________
. 1 _______________ _

1
Arts _____________________________________ _
1
1--------·1--------1--------11-------TotaL__________________________________
10
6
2

32. Luxembourg:
1======1======:1====1======
Banking _________________________________ _
Manufacturing __________________________ _

rbo~~~atr::===::==::==::=:=:=:===:======
TotaL __________________________________ I-----II----4-1-_-___-___-___-_-_1__-___-___-___-___-__
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Number of foreign subsidiaries organized in 1960 and 1961 based on information
returns (form 959)-Continued
Number of
companies.
-reporting

1960

33. Mexico:
Trade _______________ ______________ ____ _
Manufacturing __________________________ _
Sales ____________________________________ _
~

2 _______________ _

~

Car rentals_______________________________
Language schooL________________________
Construction_ _____________ ___ _____ _____ __
Unknown_ _______________________________

Other years

1961

1

1
2
4

1 _______________ _

TotaL _____________ ,___ ____ __ ______ ____ _I----------·~-------I---------I----------18
13

I======s=1:======;1=======1========

34. Netherlands:
Service __________________________________ _

2 _______________ _

.. '~s~~:~i~~======================~====
Real estate ______________________________ _

____________
____________

1 _______________ _

Sales ____________________________________ _
I
______________ _
____________ ____________ 1 (1959)
Construction ____________________________ _
1 ___________________________ _
Unknown ___ __-_________________________ _
TotaL _________________________________ _1----------·1--------/---------1----------~

~

35.

1======1===== Ir=====1=======

Netherlands Antilles:
Sales ____________________________________ _
____________ ----------i- --i--(i956f----In vestmen 1. _____________________________ _
1 ___________________________ _
Motion picture __________________________ _
____________
1 - _______________ _
TV films ________________________________ _
____________
1 _______________ _
H oteL ___________________________________ _
,
TotaL _________________________________ : 1----------·1--------1---------1----------6
36. Pakistan: Manufacturing ___________________ _
2

1=======;=1========='1======1========

37. Panama:
Service __________________________________ _
Sales ____________________________________ _
In vestmenL _____________________________ _
__________________________________ _
Construction ____________,________________ _

2 _______________ _
2 ___________ _
4
4 __________________________ _
•
4
2 'I (1957)
6
3
1 ________ ______ _
3
2
1 _______________ _

'l'rade~

~

~h;fct[~g~~===============================
Real estate ______________________________ _
Shipping ________________________________ _

2
1
1

Roads ______________________________ : ____ _
Import ______________________________ : ___ _
contracting _________ : ___________________ _
Oil _______ .:. ______________________________ _
Manufacturing __________________________ _
Geophysical operations __________________ _
cattle ___________ ________________ '- ______ _
Securities ___________________________ : ____ _
Unknown ________________________ ______ _
~

~

-

TotaL _________________________________ _

1

1 _______________ _

2
1

1 _______________ _

3
2
1

1 _______________ _

1
1
10

-------------------_
.2 -------~::
_______________

'

38. Peru:
Manufacturing __________________________ _
_______________________________
.- Unknown
~~~ng~~====
======================= ======_
________________________________ _
39. Philippines: Trade ________ ~ _________________ _
Total_~

Mi.

1

1
1
1
1

Puerto Rico:
,
Service__ ___ __________ __ ______ __ ___ __ __ ___
Manufacturing___________________________
Sales ____________________ :_~______________
Radio station_____________________________
Unknown________________________________

46

34

11

2
1
1
2
61. ___________ _

1=====1===='1=====11=====
1 ___ _________
1 _______________ _
2
2 ___________________________ _
4 '
1 ____________ 3 (1957)
1 ____________
1 _______________ _
1 _____________
1 _______________ _

TotaL___ __ _____ ___ _____ ___ ____ ____ ___ __ I----~----I--------I---------II----------9
1
41. Sierra Leone: Process fish_ ___________________

.

..

42. South Africa:

-

1========1:========;1=======1========

~::s~~~W~:.~==============:::=::::==:==
Shoe repair ______________________________ _

1 _______________ _

TotaL _________________________________ _1----------1--------/---------11----------1 _______________ _
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Number of foreign subsidiaries organized in 1960 and 1961 "based on information
returns (form 959)-Continued
Number of
companies
reporting

Country

43.

1960

Other years

1961

Souther~
Rh~desia:
Engllleenng
______ _______________________ _

UnknOWIL ___ ___________________________ _
TotaL _________________________________ _1----------"1--------1---------1----------2
2 ___________________________ _
1 ____________
1 _______________ _
Sales _________________________________ _

« . Spain:

45. Sweden:
1====1:===1====1=====
1 ___________________________ _
Shoe repair ______________________________ _
____________
1 _______________ _
Manufacturing __________________________ _

TotaL _________________________________ _1----------1---------1--------1----------2

46. Switzerland:
1====1:===1====1=====
1 ______________ _
Export- _________________________________ _
Sales ____________________________________ _
1~ ----------93
Manufacturing _~ ________________________ _
4
8
4
In vestmen L _____________________________ _
2
2 -----------2 ---.-----------_______________ _
Trade ___________________________________ _
9
7
Paten ts __________________________________ _
5
5
Service __________________________________ _
_______________ _
1
2
1
FinanciaL _______________________________ _
1
1
Motion pictures _________________________ _
3
3
Real estate ______________________________ _
1
1
1 _______________ _
ManagemenL ___________________________ _
1
Shipping ________________________________ _
1 ___________________________ _
1
1 ___________________________ _
Broker __________________________________ _
1
1 ___________________________ _
OiL _____________________________________ _
1 ____________
1 _______________ _
Holding _________________________________ _
1
1 ___________________________ _
Technical and commercial advice ________ _
1
1
1 _______________ _
Bowling alley ___________________________ _
2
1 ___________________________ _
RestauranL _____________________________ _
1
1 ___________________________ _
Leasing equipmenL _____________________ _
1
8
3 ______________
Unknown _______________________________ _
11
Insurance _______________________________ _
____________ 2 (1959)
2 ____________
Shoe repair___________"___________________ _
____________ ____________ 1 (1959)
1
sales ____________________________________ _
I (1958)
8
2
4 { 1 (1959)
TotaL _________________________________ _
21
761
501 ___________________________
_
47. Taiwan: Fruitgrower _______________________ _
1 ____________
1 _______________ _
48. Thailand: Manufacturing ___________________ _
49. Trinidad: Manufacturing ___________________ _
1
50. Tunisia: Unknown __________________________ _
1
~_

51. United Kingdom:

1====1:===:1====1=====

-- W:a:~:~~:===========================
Construction ____________________________ _
Sales ____________________________________ _
Service __________________________________ _
Television _______________________________ _
Nominee service _________________________ _
Electronics ______________________________ _
Shoe repair______________________________ _

11
2
3
2
1
1
1
1

4 _______________ _

2
1
1
1
1

~~~~~~:~~::~ rC-fftf~f-----

___________________________ _
___________________________ _
___________________________ _
___________________________ _
________________ • __________ _

1 ____________ ____________

1 ____________
5

1 (1959)

1 _______________ _
2 _______________ _

b~1::';t;~~~~~=:==========================
To taL _________________________________ _1----------1---------1---------1----------29

19

52. Venezuela:
1====1:===:1====1=====
3
3 ___________________________ _
Gas _____________________________________ _

~~~~~~:=======:==::==:::===:::====
Construction ____________________________ _

1
1
1

1 ___________________________ _
1 ___________________________ _
1 ___________________________ _

Sales ____________________________________ _
2 ------------ ------------

TotaL ________________________________ _

____________

{t m~~
2

Grand totaL ___________________________ I====5=3=1=1=====34=6=1====1=34=1=5=1====

51

TAX EFFECTS-FOREIGN CORPORATIONS
. TABLE

II

Subsidiaries organized in Switzerland during the period Sept. 1, 1959, to December
1960

Number of
companies

Period

(1) Sept. 1, 1959-Mar. 31, 1960_______________________________________

(2) May 1960_______________________________________________________

(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)

90
11
13
17
18
17

June 1960_______________________________________________________
July 1960_______________________________________________________
August 1960_____________________________________________________
September 1960__________________________________________________
October 1960____________________________________________________ 22
~ovember 1960__________________________________________________
16
I>ecernber 1960 _________________________________ ----------------- 13
Total_________________________________________________________ 217

o

